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will receive prompt attention.

“ Can you forgive me ? ” asked tho lib mise was no! wholly unexpected; site had
It is said that some of the costumes
“ No, of course not; but I feel it all the | who seldom volunteered an opinion, nodded
erated giant with a sweet smile, as lie of been known to have a heart complaint. worn as house dresses are copied from
same, you know.”
his head slowly.
fered
her
his
hand
for
a
"
good-night
”
sal
Nor
did
it
materially
distress
anyone.
Airs.
church
windows, the deep, rich coloring
From whence it will be seen that young
Mrs. Grey, of course, had no opinion of
Mrs. Grey was of a sensitive nature, if not j her own. and felt no need of capping her utation. It was such a bewilderingly sweet Grey was a little annoyed, as she was ob being found very effective.
smile, that Miss Brackenthorpe felt she liged to put off a dinner-party, to which,
always
strictly
accurate
in
her
classical
al
husband's
remarks.
Some of the new dress models show the B r ie f nrticles, suggestions, and results o f experience
Home at Last.
lusions. Yet! except for the fact that she
Then in the silence and the t wilight. arose would like to spend her substance in buy amongst other guests, the Prime Minister polonaise with belt around the waist, skirt relating to Farm, Garden or Household management
ing halls of thread to win such smiles. Site anti an archbishop had promised to come. 1
BY FRANCES L. MACE.
possessed two pale gray orbs that were al a faint, hesitating voice:
But if r.o one grieved, no one benefitled, short in front, trimmed with cords and tas are invited from our readers interested in each matters
together Iter own. Miss Brackenthorpe was ! •• I do think some of the guides very i gazed up into his face with silent rapture;
[The following sympathetic lines, which wc copy not unlike one of tile Fates, alter all. She
j no one before now had ever asked iter to for poor Miss Brackenthorpe had but little sels. shawl points at the sides, and a narrow
i handsome, don't you?”
bouffant tournure at the back.
from the Christian Mirror, refer to the life and death
THE BEE KEEPER.
was tall and angular, slightly bowed in fig j The remark, despite the last two words, ' forgive him. She knew not how to an- properly to will away. A friend in New 1
of the late Michael Schwartz, of Bangor.]
South Wales received a quaint ring, the I Worth, the I’arisan dressmaker, as a
ure. with thin wisps of hair straying over ■was apparently addressed to the entire j stver.
Long a stranger dwelt among us,
M a n a g e m e n t o f B e en T o r t h e F l r a t S p r i n g
; “ I told you I was a great lumbering fel Grey |isilv er teapot, a cousin in Hampshire j gcnot nl rule, it is said, makes no charges
her
weary
forehead.
It
was
difficult
to
j
company;
no
one
replied,
but
a
suppressed
M o n th .
One whose childhood knew the Rhine,
low.” he went on.
a few other trilling legacies. Ono of the for linings. Lately, however, ho departed
guess at her ago; probably no one took the laugh went round the group.
As it rolled by green-clad castles,
“ Oh. no, no.”
said cousin’s daughters, a happy-faeod girl from his custom by requiring payment for
trouble to guess much; she was a dreamy
- Really, dear Miss Brackenthorpe, we
BY ISAAC F. PLUMMER.
Rich in story as in vine.
Her tremulous hand lay fluttering in his, of eighteen, became the possessor of tho the fur lining of a cloak he made. The fur
solitary creature who seemed to have wan couldn't guess, yon know—” began Mrs.
I thought I would write a short artie'e
which closed upon it with what sho thought spinster’s little writing-desk, an old-fash used was Russian sable, and the charge
Throng:h a life of busy striving,
dered with feeble, uncertain feet from girl Grey.
for your paper on the management of bees
On th is friendly foreign strand,
hood into middle life without any interven
Fortunately there was not sufficient day was a gentle squeeze. Poor Miss Bracken ioned thing of rose-wood. It was empty of was $3,000.
through the month of March, for it is one
Ever wiu his memory haunted
ing womanhood at all. There was a curi light left to betray the blushes that rose to thorpe hit her lips; but pleasure is akin to all papers, except a few unimportant notes;
Irish point lace is quite a favorite with of the months in the year that requires the
With a dream of fatherland.
but one day as the girl lifted tho lid some aristocratic society dressers. The fichus
ous mixture of youth and age about her: the cheeks of poor Miss Brackenthorpe; pain.
and practical attention of the hoc“ Hear Miss Brackenthorpe,'' said Mrs. what, a secret spring gave way, and an in formed of this exquisite lace are of two close
the features were worn and old, the smile for once in her life she knew she had said
*. soon, ” lie snid, “ will cares uplift i
Grey,
“
I
really
must
ask
you
to
let
me
pass;
ner drawer was suddenly disclosed. Within shapes, the one nearly covering the front of keeper.
was young and fresh; the figure had lost the wrong thing, and feebly tried to re
Show the path across the sea;
The
winter has been very cold and wo
the drawer lay a bunch of withered wild j tho basque, the other extending only mid
I am so very tired of standing.”
Soon the dear speech of my childhood
wltat roundness of form it mighthave form trieve her position.
The spinster “ effaced ” herself against flowers, so dried up that they crackled and way, and flares in a pretty style at the have had but a very few days that bees
To my own will welcome me.”
erly possessed, but every movement and
“ I mean.” she slanimered—“ that is to
could fly or have a good cleansing flight,
the
door:
her
moment
of
happiness
was
fell
to
pieces
at
the
first
touch.
Tied
to
them
trick of manner was hesitating, shy. and say—of courseone can’t help thinking—"
throat. The prices of these elegant dress which they need very much after so many
But the long years warred against him,
a piece of paper whereon was written accessories are from 835 upward.
almost childlike.
But the demigod had awakened from his over: someone put a lighted candle into was
Many sorrows barred the way,
weeksof confinement. Bee-keepers in this
Iter itand. and sho followed Mrs. Grey and in bold manly characters:
As for Miss Bniekentborpc’s influence on ' slumber.
Floral garnitures mingled with light Shite who have not given their liees gooit
And still farther in the distance
“ For Aliss Braekeulhorpe: a peace-of
pretty blooming Mrs. Grey, it will, jiera r e s e l l in g
“ I tell you what it is.” he said in his the Scotch lady upstairs. She had scarcely
Rhone the dear, expected day.
diaphanous materials, such as embroidered winter protection in cellars orshaff-packing
itaps, he scarcely credited that the former cheeriest tones, ‘a guide is like an old reached the landing when she Ibought of fering.”
spangled tulles, gauzes and delicate out of doors, will meet. I fear, with heavy
Suddenly a gate was opened
“ Only think, mamma,” exclaimed the anil
was a decided thorn in the side of t his pros servant. You have heard the adage: “For the very thing she ought to have said to the
S i F L I E J I N 'I D I I D
tinted silks, are exceedingly fashionable losses this spring; and in order to save
Which he had not thought to see.
perous young matron, yet so it was. Poor the first seven years a good servant, the demi-god. What n pity she had not thought young girl with a little laugh. “ poor Aliss lor ball dresses, but with Heavy brocades them from spring dwindling will have to
And he passed from out our vision,
I
of
it
before
!
She
leaned
over
the
balus
Brackenthorpe
must
have
had
a
romance
t
Miss Brackenthorpe, like many others o( next seven a kintl master, the next seven a i
White Ash Egg and Broken,
and velvets no flowers are worn; they give them extra care for the next two
Smiling still, but silently!
—Temple liar.
her kintl, had no tact, nay, she was strange cruel tyrant.' But as regards Swiss guides, trade, though she knew it was too late, for after all ! ”■
months. Those that winter their liees in
would not harmonize.
White Ash Stove, and
ly deficient in that quality, being unfortu I you must substitute days for years. My ; there was not a soul in sight. She could
Many mourned, but some who loved him,
the cellar will have to get them out soon,
hear
some
manly
voices
at
the
front
door;
[From our Regular Corresponden.l]
As they pressed his parting hand,
nately
gifted
with
the
fatal
talent
of
saying
guide
has
been
with
me
more
than
a
fortfor they get uneasy after so long a confine
Franklin Coal
she smell a whiff of cigar smoke.
Whispered reverently and gladly,
the wrong thing at every opportunity.
night, so you may guess at my sobjec- then
ment and must have a fly in order to keep
Our European Letter.
A MIXTURE.
“Hear .Miss Brackenthorpe, are you look
**He has found his fatherland!”
When John Grey had called niton her I lion.”
healthy;
and after they have had a good
AT THE VERY LOWEST PRICKS.
The
pump
handle
sees
a
good
deal
of
the
one evening late in July, and announced !• The young hero laughed as lie said this, ing for one of the w aiters?” asked Mrs.
exercise on some pleasant day, they can ho
ups ami downs of life.
London, Eng. l’eb. 22d, 1881
Orders promptly filled, and coal delivered.
his intention of taking his wile for an easy i with an air of good-humored power and j Grey, pausing on the way.
set
back
into
the cellar and they will then
Maximus.
Oh, no, not n waiter,” answered the
Long before these lines reach your shores
walking-trip through the prettiest scenery![ knowledge of his own slrengtli and capa
Is it fair to say that a carpot is asleep be stay contented until the middle of April, or
Rankin Block, Main St.
in Switzerland, |toor Hiss Brackenthorpe bilities that amused everyone, and positive- j poor thing with unnecessary oandor; “ that you will have received lull details of the cause it has a long nap?
ADELAIDE PROCTER.
until the willow Jirees commence lo "ivo
is,
1
mean,
no
one
at
all.
w
had suddenly brightened up.
iy cnlhraled Miss Brackenthorpe. She felt
I hold him great who, for love’s sake
It was the boy that was shingled that them plenty of pollen.
Miss Brackenthorpe was, by predilection most extraordinary political excitement
“ Ilow very, very _delicious!” she lmd impelled to talk to him; the increasing
ORDERS BY TELEPHONE
Bees that have been wintered out of
Can give with generous, earnest will:
said in hushed" enthusiastic tones. “ How darkness gave her courage; besides, John a late riser, and, when forced by circum that has occurred in England within the called his mother a stern parent,
doors of course have had their exercise
Yet he who takes lor love’s sweet sake
May be left at the ston • o f X V . If. UARRING TON,
1 wish you would take me too. John! 1 am Grey had entered on a fresh argument with stances and Swiss custom generally to rise memory of living man. Nulurnlly, people
“ I've just come from your rope," as the before this time, and the liottom beards to
S p o f l'o r d B lock, 25«; M a i n S L .a n d w ill be p ro m p t1
think
I
hold
more
generous
still.
Iv filled. If you want to o rd e r o r ta lk a b o u t Coal or
a very economical traveller: I wonder if 1 the Scotchman, and undercover of the earlier than she liked, shejwus seldom punc feel that the energetic measures which were bucket saiil when it fell into the well.
their hives should ho all cleaned oil', or
Wood, step in and use
tual, but generally made a tardy anil some
I bow before the noble mind,
couldn't join yon!”
what is better put good new clean ones un
sound of their voices she was able to carry
at last adopted should have been taken long
Even a clothes line becomes nnstoady der
That freely some great wrong forgives;
•• I daresay you could.” was John's curt out her intention. Fortune, furthermore, what untidy appearance at the breakfast-ta
them or in their places. If your bees
ble.
She
was
one
of
those
people
who
are
al
when
it
has
too
many
sheets
in
the
wind.
Yet nobler is the one forgiven
ago.
when
Iho
task
of
repression
would
rejoinder, and titen lie had walked to the favored her: she was sitting closest to the
are in liox hives that have chambers on top.
Who hears the burden well and lives.
window and looked out and sucked the top demigod; and Mrs. Grey, whose satire she ways losing their keys, whose buttons will have been much easier. It is, however,
“ Farmers likes to see de-lay in hens,” the top should he tilled with some good
XEW AI )VERTI SEM ENTS.
of his cane, whilst Miss Brackenthorpe sat dreaded without understanding it, was never gel buttoned, whose strings have a evident now, that Air. Gladstone’s policy said an African bilking aliout good laying warm wheat chaff, or what is better a good
II may he hard to gain, aud still
trick of tying themselves into knots; when
blissfully dreaming dreams, and plan- j furthest from her in the group.
To keep a lowly, steadfiist heart:
hens.
woolen cushion tilled with wheat chaff”and
ever sho hurried herself in any way,pins ran was that of giving the oftenders rope enough
Yet he who loses has to fill
ning plans of pleasure. Her lodging
pressed down hard over tho holes in the
•• I)o you.” she murmured softly. “ do into her lingers, and tho things situ most for they have most effectually succeeded in
Beaconsfielil, it seems, ascribes all his board; and it is a good plan to cover up
A harder and a truer part.
seemed so close and hot; the July sun you like the little mountain flowers?”
wanteil hid themselves away into odd cor hanging themselves. This is, perhaps, the greatness to a woman. Some dizzy blonde your liees in all cold nights in .March. I
poured
in
upon
the
failed
carpet,
on
the
“ Ho I? ” replied the demigod with af
500,000 Acres
Glorious it is to wear the crown
stuffy woolen chairs, and on tile gaudy pa fability. “ Indeed, I hardly know; I am ners of theroom. But. on the following morn most remarkable part of tho whole business. perhaps.
always cover my bees up in cold nights in
Of a deserved and pure success;
ON THE MNEOKrilE
per flowers that decorated the lire-stovc, afraid I am not at all learned about flow ing to her meeting with her young hero, Mr. Burnell cannot be wanting in intelli They had just been married. He seized this month with an old blanket, or what is
lie who knows how to fail has won
Miss Bruckonthorpo-was alert and ready—
and
which
were
the
oDly
summer
flowers
her hand and said, in a low, tremulous better have some old boxes or cases to pnt
A crown whose lustre is not less.
ers.”
the
first
of
all
her
party.
She
dressed
her
gence.
He
is
a
gentleman
by
birth
and
ed
For full particulars, which will be sent free, address
she had expected to see: whilst Switzer
down over the main hive. Those bee-keep
voice:
“ But you pick thorn? oh, I think they
CHARLES I.. COLBY,
[
Great may he be who can command
land was a cool, delightful Paradise on are so exquisite! I love litem better than self with unusual precision and care, and ucation fin() |H)sscsses very considerable [tow
ers that have moveable conth hives can give
R4wl3 Land C om m issioner, M ilw aukee, \ \
Ami rule with just and tender away;
Nothing sneks-seeds like success, unless their bees still better protection by putting
earth, the home of the Alpine rose and the all onr English garden (lowers. There is made her way down to tho mile while ers of oratory. It is marvelous therefore,
Mrs. Grey was yet turning in her bed,
Yet is diviner wisdom taught
it is a small boy tugging at the true inward in division boards to make the hive smaller
Edelweiss;
there,
wc
d
k
reen
pastures
and
a
sort
of
atmosphere
of
the
mountains
Better by him who can obey.
wondering whether it were absolutely that lie could have really believed it was in ness of an orange.
and not have any more combs in their
gurgling streams.
about them, something so wild, so free.”
impossible to indulge in one more scanty his power to entirely stop tho legislative
Blessed arc they who die for God
“ What else could Ido, my dear? argued
Ha! we have it. It’s when tho poor hives than the bees will cover and protect,
Her new friend looked puzzled.
snooze before John looked in to exclaim machinery of this empire, but the prolonged brave
And earn the martyr’s crown of light;
A
L I V E
A G E K T T
their young brood from the cold windy
poor John an hour afterwaal in answer to
asks
for
tile
rich
chiefs
daughter,
“ What brutes we men must h e?” lie
Yet be who lives for God may be
In .ncli county lo canvaM with the “ Ladles’ F rien d ”
weather of Alarcb. Cover the top witii
bis wife’s reproaches: “ there was absolute answered gently. " Ho you know, I am for the tenth tim e:
sittings in Parliament are not the only sub that the Indiau pa poohs.
C arpet Sweeper, the very best sweeper in the world.
“ Really, my dear ! ”
A greater connuerer in His sight.
good warm coverings and clean out all dead
ly
notliing.else
to
say.”
almost
afraid
to"
tell
yon,
but
I
have
someA splendid paying! business, with the whole control
There was nobody in the sallc but a wait ject of protest at present. A species of so
Ladies in fnll dress at a ball, remind ns bees and do not be afraid to give them all
“ My dear John! you might surely have limes felt a real pleasure in treading on the
of each county to the right man. The General Agent
cial
rebellion
is
going
on
in
fashionable
cir
of
an
exhibition
of
borrowed
pictures—a
er,
who,
in
his
shabby
black
clothes
and
will go through the State iu March and April, and call
the protection yon can in the reach of your
invented some excuse. Well, as it is, our gentians, and trying to cut off the heads of
on all that address
^
dirty but elaborate shirt-front, looked as if cles, and people are protesting against tho sort of a low-necks-hibition.
power, for they will pay you in honey and
trip is spoilt, and there is only one thing to the big daisies with |tny stick?”
L. O. LOCKE (care tlus Office), or Chester, \ t.
lie had been up all night. He was noisily
he done, von know.”
“ Yes,” she sighed, “ hut I slipped up on swarms next summer for all yonr trouble.
“ Really!” Miss Brackenthorpe gave a placing the thick white cups and saucers inordinately long dinners which have been
Now is the time for all bee-keepers to
“ What?”
three
or
four
of
the
most
eligible
young
little sigh. “ I—I always thought that llte
a growing evil for sometime past. It has
I habits. Must travel short disWe must counterbalance Iter. Poor strongest natures should be the tenderest and plates at that end of the long diningmen in Galveston before I found thal out.’ get their hives, boxes, combs and sections
in section in which he reready for the working season, for I have
Miss Brackenthorpe must have a m ake-! and the most pitiful,” she murmured very talile where the Greys and their Scotch been no uncommon thing for the company
Applv with references to
An Atlanta darkey who tried to send one found out by experience that it is notimo
RKNZIGERS B RO TH ER
weight, a companion, you know—a man of softly; “ I can't hear to think otherwise. friends were to breakfast. There were no to sit at a table from 8 or 8.:S0 until 10.80
N ew York.
course—wc must he four, you know. But It is one—one of the most beautiful thoughts signs of breakfast as yet, however; only and even 11. Buring this time some livc- of his children through the post-oflice was to wait until liees get to swarmingand then
a ; a .'
A YEAR and expenses t<>agents.
have to stop and make hives; or what is
a young man won't do, because you never in the world,” added this romantic creature the usual glass bowl of honey, wherein and-twenty courses have to be struggled arrested for an attempt at blackmailing.
/ / Out lit Free. Address P.O.VICKcountless Hies had already drowned them
IIV LADY LINDSAY (of ISalculTes).
will talk to poor Miss Brackenthorpe your in an undertone.
* • ERY, Augusta, Maine.
1U3
The Princess Louise was accompanied ! worse still, run and borrow or buy of some
selves, and toward which, across the wide through. Several sensible people have
self, John, you know, and ofcotuse I can’t
Her
interlocutor
was
astonished;
lie
on her first voyage to America by sixteen neighboring bee-keeper. Give all of your
expanse of tablecloth, many other flies,
It was an hour after tile table tl'hote. din be left to talk to her. We must find a
stroked Ills heard thoughtfully. He felt no eager for suicide, were rapidly wending joined in a raid against the system asd will servants. Another case of “ suite ” sixteen. hives a good coat of white paint or some
ner. but still loo soon to go to bed, loo middle-aged, respectable, steady man.”
light colored paint of different shade and
accept no invitations to dine unless they
inclination
to
laugh
as
Mrs.
Grey
would
early even for tile “ early-Io-bed-to-risc”
their way. But there was something else
“ It was your innate modesty and appar colors, as dark colors draw tho snn and
“ W ehad better advertise fo ra butler,
members of three distinct walking parties, my dear, or else for one of the keepers of n have done; on the contrary, there was on tltc table that immediately attracted have the assurance that it will not he a ent indifference, dearest Sallie, that made make them too warm for the bees in hot
something
in
the
tremulous
timidity
of
her
“
long
”
dinner.
J A M E S F E R N A L D , who were conversing in the long low sallc lunatic asylum.”
Miss Brackenthorpe’s gaze; it was a hunch !
me register a vow to marry you at ail summer weather. I have seen combs in
tone which touched him, whilst it remov of wild flowers, hastily tied together, and j
of the small hotel at G----- . It was twi
----- ( DEALER IN J----Air. Purnell trips to France and poor Mr. hazards.”
dark painted hives melt down and nearly
“ Nonsense, John; I have thought of the
light, yet of a dual kind. Outside the open very tiling—you know the rector down in ed all absurdity from the words she ut simply laid upon a plate, on Mrs. Grey’s Gladstone trip3 on the sidewalk. Air. Par
“ Soldiers must he fearfully dishonest,” ruin a good colony of bees.
tered.
windows, tile summer sky had deepened the country at my father’s place, the Rev- i
plate evidently.
If yon have any good white comb left
“ I believe you are quite right,” lie an
into lovely gray tints, with a broad streak erend Timothy Browne?”
l’oor Miss Brackenthorpe’s heart palpi- j nell is represented as prostrated by nervous said Mrs. Partington. “ It seems to be an over from last season, now is the time to
swered with honest conviction. “ \Y ell, I
occurrence every night for a sentry to be
C e m e n t, S a n d , H a ir , e tc .
of tender green where the red-gold sunset
put it in to your surplus boxes for starters,
And so it came to pass that the Reverend won’t tread on the flowers more than I can tated with a crowd of varied feelings as prostration and flies to Paris to gain a lit relieved of his watch.”
had lull lately faded away; tile mighty Timothy Browne, much delighted by his
O F F IC E —378 M ain, Foot o f P le asan t St.
she drew near, and took up the flowers in tle quiet. Air. Gladstone is prostrated by
as by having a good piece of comb placed
YARD—Snow’s W harf, W a te r St., R o ck lan d range of mountains had lost all detail of young friends’ invitation, was called upon help for the future, but I am afraid that all her tender hands.
A Norristown youth who was trying to in each box or section, you will get yonr
stepping on a piece of frozen snow and ran
Jan. 1, 81.
form, and was massed in purple, almost to counterbalance poor Miss Brackenthorpe j big lumbering fellows—”
“Ah, yes,” tile waiter said spasmodically.
master
a
bicycle,
when
asked
his
age,
said
“ is Miss Brackenthorpe talking to you “ de gentleman, he leave dent for de lady." I imminent danger of cracking his skull on he had seen tiftecn summers and about 115 oees to work a week or two sooner, than to
violet shadows, the jagged outlines stand in Switzerland . lie fulfilled his mission
have boxes without any comb in them, as
the pavement. What a catastrophe that falls.
ing grandly out against the pallid sky. In very well. He gave his arm unmurmur- about her favorite flowers?” asked Mrs.
“ What gentleman ? ”
all bee-keepers know that a week lost in
doors, the semi-darkness was made visible ingly to the spinister whenever Mr. Grey Grey, shifting her position and takingnseat
•• He gentleman who gone away dis morn would have been just at this crisis, and
honey harvest is quite a loss, especially in
In
the
last
agricultural
returns
of
Great
between
that
lady
and
tile
young
man.
by the yellow flicker of half a dozen miser- requested him to do so. lie sat beside her
ing."
what a theme for philosophical reflection. Britain, the growth of woods and forests is an apiary of from 1.5 to 20 hives, the"iiees
aide oil lamps, that seemed to throw curi at table iHiotc whenever it was so ordered “ She has quite a passion for these tiny
“
Gone
away
?
”
of
which would gather a good deal of hon
shown to be going on very fast, and in the
ous shadows on ceiling and walls, and to by Mrs. Grey, and lie had a fund of histori flowers, and so have I for that matter, you
ey in ten days.
“ Yes, yes, do tall Englishman; him gone The head of all England broken by the foot
bring into startling prominence the defects cal biblical knowledge that came in oppor know. I always was fond of flowers, wasn't away on de mountains wid his guide. He of Air. Gladstone slipping on the snow. last fire years has increased by half a mil
Those
who put up honey for the market
lion acres.
of everybody’s face and features. Yet in tunely, and made him, as Miss Braeken- I. John?”
As it is, traffic is temporarily stopped in
early gentleman.”
and want to get a good sale for it should
“ Yes, my dear,” said John somewhat very
this fitful light the group of English trav thorpe herself averred, a most interesting
The New Orleans Picayune says that not have a honey box tlmt will hold over
Gone
!
and
so
also
were
gone
the
pleas
Downing
street,
and
even
his
Irish
foes
impatiently. He was gathering all kinds
ellers was conversing pleasantly, nay merri companion.
dreams and fancies that, like a pack of will commiserate witli the Premier on his “ when a young man returns from a sum two pounds, but for your own use a larger
of interesting facts about the “ law of ant
ly enough.
mer tour without his trunk, you may know box is just as good. I make my boxes to
cards, the |>oor soul had hnilt tip within
Yet the young matron was not satisfied.
D E A L E R S IN
The first walking party consisted of four Miss Brackenthorpe was her bete noire, hypothec ” from the Aberdonian, and re her own mind; dreams and fancies thor temporary suspension, of which he himself that he has had trouble with some of the hold from one to two pounds and find that
people: Mr. and Mrs. flrey. who were a which is, I suppose, a poetical French sented the intrusion.
I can sell my honey a great deal better and
oughly intangible truly, and misty, yet was the mover. Thus it is seen that snow rascally hotel keepers on the road.”
■
“
I
think
all
Indies
are
fond
of
flowers,”
Coal, Wood, Hay, Straw, young couple; the middle-aged and Rev equivalent for the black-beetles so univer said tile demigod, who was still stroking none the less precious to her. It was not may prove a greater obstructor than the A banquet at Charlestown, South Caro at a more paying price than when I used
Timothy Browne; and a relation of sally detested by Englishwomen. And it
to put it up in four or live pound boxes.
much she had looked for ! only two or three fiery spirit of tho Parnell following.
lina,
at
which
.500
deaf
mutes
sat
down,
Lim e, Hair, Cement, Saw erend
his
heard
meditatively.
Mr. Gray. an elderly spinister. who owned was all the worse, because the old maid
more kind words, a glance a smile of sym
If your bees are inclined to get out on
“ The earliest mention that we have in pathy,
Colonel Gordon, or Chinese Gordon, as was like the battle of Bull Run, because it tile snow and die or get chilled, place a
the name of Brackenthorpe. This lady was in a measure the guest of Mrs. Grey,
a few of those small tokens of good
dust, Charcoal, &c.
was known to everyone as “ poor Miss who was too much of a lady to he openly the Scriptures on this subject,” began the will which tho strong (and therefore the ] he is familiarly called, whose work among was a great union deaf eat in tile south.
board up in front of their hive to keep tho
Reverend
Timothy
in
a
sermonizing
tone,
H a v e R e m o v e d t h e ir O ffic e to Brackenthorpe." the exact reason why. 'tis or aggressively rude. She merely ignored
A citizen of New Jersey, recently intro sun from shining on them when there is a
rich ones of the earth) can bostoiv on their | semi-barbarous tribes in various parts of
hard to tell. She was not good-looking, and. so to speak, sat upon Miss Bracken “ is. curiously enough, not where our moth poorer, weaker brothers or sisters—tokens I the world has not been recognized as it duced to a newly married man, congratu chilly wind; but when there is no wind
N o. 4 , P a r k S t., n e a r M ain ,
er live—”
but neither was she especially the reverse:
him warmly, and said: “ Ah those and the sun shines fine and they fly out
Wbcrethcv .re prepared to fill orders for any t f the she was not blessed with remarkable tal thorpe with a negative though crushing
“ Hon't you think it is time to go to bed?” which are so easy to give, so blessed to re ought, is among ns at present. lie is un lated
Patterson girls make clever wives I’ve had around the shade-board, then take the board
ceive ! But her hero was gone. and. in go
displeasure. But this poor lady was used
above articles at bottom prices. All our wood is kept
under cover, and anyone wanting good diy wood can ents. but we are not all horn clever; she to be sat upon, and merely bowed her head asked Mis. Grey, jumping up suddenly. “I ing, had left behind him sweet memories. questionably one of the greatest philanthrop three of ’em 1”
away for it is warm enough then for them
feel
quite
restless
and
tired,
you
know.
be supplied at short notice.
was certainly far from rich, hilt in this a lillle lower under the treatment. Nature
I’oor Miss Brackenthorpe could scarcely ists of Ihe day—none the less so from the
An exchangejnbilantly rem arks: “Tho to rise from the snow. Feed your bees on
11
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Hear Miss Brackenthorpe. are you ready?" believe
her eyes; there was a small piece fact licit ho luis always worked without pe end of the mosquito| is nigh.” The near rye mealjduring these pleasant days when
B. We have a small lot of C R O C K E R l, particular she was not unlike a good many or perhaps the fossilizing result of long,
"
tjuite
ready,”
replied
that
nteek
spins
Cil.ASS H A R K , FHANIIKI.1ERS, FL afV K Il of her neighbors. Yet she was never spok lonely years of hardship, had given her a
they aro flying for pollen.—Home Farm.
of paper attached to tile (lowers, and on it
cuniary reward, which lie will never ac ness of that insect’s business end was most
POTS, etc., which v ill be sold regardless or W .
en of amongst her friends and acquaintances kind of outside crust, an appearance of in ter, putting her tatting hurriedly away in was w ritten:
generally realized in the height of the sea
an ugly little contrivance, made of Ameri
Halt for Plum Trees.
except as " |>oor Miss Brackenthorpe
“ For Miss Braokenthorpo; a pence of cept. He was chiefly instrumental in sup son.
difference that was as good as a reality. can cloth and liluo ribbon, which she al
The members of the second company Thus, also, nature gives shells to snails to
fering.”
pressing Ihe rebellion in China, and induced |
A farmer's wife writes as follows:
were brother and sister, a strong “ lang- protect them as much as possible front ways carried in her pocket. Yet perhaps j Her eyes grew dim, iter pulse beat high. the rebel leaders to surrender on the dis- \ Small specimen: “ Look a here, uncle, I
don't want none o'your toy pistols. Give mo
Iegitt ” pair of Aberdonians: whilst the blackbirds and other destroying fowls of in all her life she had never felt so little j “ He not come hack,” said the waiter,
Alany years ago a blight called the black
ready. Shu would have given a few years i
tinct. understanding that their lives would ; ono of them kind as Snaggy Rill killed sev
third walking party consisted of nobody
1011 RENT, the commodious and con- but himself. lie was a young, good-look the air. Miss Brackenthorpe seldom at of that dreary life to continue her pleasant shaking his head solemnly as he hanged he spared. But the moment the Alandarins enteen Injuns with in the last number of knot destroyed all the plum trees, and then
attacked the cherry trees and killed them.
A. mriit II.
. No. 17 M iddle M.,
tempted to conciliate her young relative converse tit this moment, it was so seldom the chairs about, and pretended to dust them
the “ Infant's Own.” I'm agoin’ West, I Every one felt the loss of these delicious
"containing 1" Room*, with ample closets, ing “ party ” on a solitary excursion (partly because site doubtless knew that it
that she talked to a young man. a bona fide, i with a greasy napkin; “ he walk many had them in their power they slaughtered , am, and I mean biz.”
• etc., all just put in thorough repair, re
fruits, and purchased new trees to Lake
plastered, painted and papered. Good, dry, cemented through Switzerland: he had ascended was impossible, and partly because she did handsome, unmarried, amiable young man! miles to-day over de mountain, and then them, whereupon Colonel Gordon threw up j
cellar undir house and L., with perfect drainage. most of the high peaks, anti crossed the not know how to begin), and she was curi
lake
de
train
to
Geneva.”
Hr. X. is as bad a hunter as he is a phy their places, but in spite of all efforts to
his command. When Colonel Gordon went i sician,
<'hickawaukic water in house. Good stable and shed, most dangerous passes, and, having hut ously disregardless of Mrs. Grey’s little : For to the shame of young men be it spok
but this does not prevent him regu save them, they met the same fate. Dis
Miss Brackenthorpe sat down; the fresh
and one of the finest lots in the city, 120 by 102 feet, few new worlds left to conquer in those
en, they did not usually seek out the com
mental prods and pokes. You may hit a
with large number of fruit trees, good garden.
wind blew in at the open window; she to Egypt to pursue the work previously Ilarly as the hunting season comes round couraged with repeated failures, the inhabi
parts, he was “ doing ” Switzerland for the snail pretty hard on his shell; he curls1panionship of poor Miss Brackenthorpe! held her band over tile flowers to shield carried on by Sir Samuel Baker, ho was of from spending a fortnight in the fields with tants of this vicinity gave up, ami luscious
This property is on the be
iasttime, hesaid. lie had a favorite guide, himself up very light, but he does not Ahovo all young men that sho had ever them; she longed foolishly to press them to
fered by the Khedive the same payment as ! his dog and gun. “ And that’s the only plums were unknown. Three years ago I
seen,
this
gentle
giant,
this
courteous
demi
a native of some remote villa of the Gris- seem to suffer from the shock. Miss Brack1
* APPLY AT THIS OFFICE.
period of the year when he doesn't kill any sent to another part of tho state and pur
her lips. Bui who can sympathize with a
Rockland, dan. 20,1881.
8tf
ons, who followed him like his shadow, enthorne was a simple-minded woman; she god, pleased Iter the best. She felt a sud romantic heart that is no longer young ? his predecessor had received—it is said thing,” said one of itis colleagues, kindly.
chased a few trees of different varieties,
den
and
great
sympathy
with
him,
though
(literally following, though he was called never took a hint, and never appreciated
£80,000 down and a largo yearly salary.
aud set them out with care, hoping to have
Perhaps
the
poor
soul
was
conscious
her
the guide) and loved him like a brother; at an innuendo; dark sayings were sayings he was as the spheres, anil she was as noth self that what might have been pardonable The Colonel declined it all, except a mod
" I don’t believe in these secret societies,” more favorable results. For two years
ing.
Strange
to
say,
though
they
two
were
least that was the young Englishman's own dark as night to iter. If you frowned or
in others was impossible for her; at any est £2,000 for his outfit. He is so modest said ono lady to another. •‘That's very sin • they grew finely. In the spring of 1879 I
so
dissimilar,
aud
though
she
never
for
an
version of their relations, as he pointed winked at her, she asked if the light were
gular.” replied the other. " Your husband saw signs of the oid disease upon the limbs
rate, she stole swiftly upstairs, and open
with a lazy gesture over his shoulder to the too much for your eyes; if yon made faces, instant expected aught of him. she was ing the knapsack that held her slender lug a man, and has such a dread of being lion is a Forester, a Knight of Pythias, and a and twigs; I felt quite desperate, and de
porch of the hotel, which was visible she inquired if you suffered from toothache. certain that had she been allowed the gage, she hid the flowers away reverently ized, that he will not even accept an invi- | Knight of Honor, and you will have at termined to do something for their salva
through one of the open windows, anil Mrs Grey was as kind to her as were most chance, she would have poured out to him and lovingly in a small bandbox. It is true tation to a private dinnor.
least $10,000 when he dies.” “ Blit what tion. It was evidently a case where it
where two or three guides, his own includ people. John Grey was her cousin. The the whole of her pent-up stagnant, old- that in order to make room for them, she
good does all that do me,” was the tearful would be kill or core. I had heard that
There is apparent calm for the time being response, “ when ho never dies?”
ed, stood smoking their pipes, and arguing spinster looked on the young couple with maidish heart. Absurd as it may seem, was obliged to turn out her best cap. Airs.
plums were indigenous upon the seashoro
she had an intuitive consciousness of his
in Irish affairs; but it is rather a lull than
noisily in their horrible Swiss-German.
a mild cousinly affection, that might easily
Grey inquired for it some days afterward,
A New York Irishman sends the follow and islands in the ocean. I had quite a
“ Awful muffs, these guides, as a rule,” have been stirred into a feeling more in sympathy, and she fancied that somehow, having missed it from its owner’s head at cessation. Immediately on his retm'n Par
quantity of fish brine and salted cucumber
ing
to
the
Sun.
about
e.
famous
dog:
“
Per
V E R Y BEST PLACE TO BUY quoth the young man, stretching himself
by u strange freak of mesmeric influence,
tense. Yet she had the effect of a moral blis
table d' hole, but site was not surprised to nell made his appearance in his own soil, mit me, for the honor and glory of my own brine, and I gathered it all, and with a
out in the tortuous combination of wicker ter, on the soft, fair skin of young Mrs. he could understand and appreciate that learn that it was only one of the many tilings
small mop washed the trunks of the trees
was received with an ovation, and made a country, to say that the dog was born and
heart that was so sadly unaccustomed to
IR O N & STEEL, Chains and Anchors,
work, creaking white wood and leather Grey.
that poor Aliss Brackenthorpe had “ left be speech that, if tho Coercion bill mean any bred at Duckspool, near Hungarven coun and gave tho boughs a good shower bath
be either understood or appreciated.
straps that was by courtesy misnamed an
of the brine. What was left I tnrned
BLA C K SM ITH S’ Stock and Tools,
Miss Brackenthorpe was always losing
hind.”
ty.
Waterford,
Ireland,
by
James
Alahony,
At
Mrs.
Grey’s
order
everyone
jumped
easy-chair, and looking the while with de berthings; she dropped a bracelet into a
around the roots of the trees. Two trees
That wary strategist was silt ing innocent thing at all unquestionably places him with
CORDAGE and Ship Chandlery,
fiant eyes at the great chain of violet moun trevasse, she left her only pair of gloves in up. It was certainly full time to go up ly occupied with her tatting when the oth in its provisions the moment it is passed. an Irishman, who sold hint to Lord Lur- I left unwashed. Everybody snid I had
gan.” A singular pedigree.
tains his ten toes had so successsfuly over the last hotel; the waiters and chamber stairs; the ladies had packing to do, and er travelers eauie down to breakfast. Ev
CARRIAGE B U ILD ERS’ 8upplica,
killed my trees. Perhaps I had; but the
He
then
resumed
his
scat
in
Parliament
and
come. Miss Brackenthorpe paused in her maids were continually running after her everybody said good-night to everybody erybody was much surprised and disap
Old gentleman: “ Wounded in the black knot would have killed them if I had
C A R R IA G E Trimmers’ and Painters’ Goods,
tatting to glance up at him ; ho was a with the stray waifs of her property, as else. Miss Brackenthorpe rose with the pointed to hear of the early departure of spoke in a similar strain. This was his de Crimea, were you? Badly?” Rustic: “ The not. I bought the trees myself, and I had
rest,
but
site
had
replaced
her
tatting
in
its
young giant, a noble specimen of youthful much to her own surprise as to Mrs. Grey's
S H IP Spikes, Oakum, Paints,
young Englishman, a piece of news fiant answer to Air. Shaw and to those of bullet hit mo in the chest, here, surr, an’ a right to experiment upon them if I chose.
manhood, she thought, unconsciously judg vexation. I’oor Miss Brackenthorpe was accustomed receptacle with more titan her the
F IS H E R M E N S ’ Fittings,
which Miss Brackenthorpe had apparently the English press, who too hastily licensed came out at me hack!” Old gentleman: The last of Afay my salted plnm trees wero
ing as many dames and damosels had always astonished to discover that she had usual negligence, for, as she rose, the ball casually learned from the waiter. Mrs.
“ Come, come, Pat, that won't do!” Why, one mass of bloom, and in September I
QCARRYM EN’S Stock and Tools, Powder, etc.,
doubtless judged before. Ife was brown al lost her things, equally astonished that any of thread rolled down to the floor, and Grey especially was loud in his praises,and him of cowardice and deserting his post in j it would have gone right through your could sit down under them and eat all tho
NAILS, GLASS, Paper, Paints,
together except his eyes, which were bril body else had fuund them; and she was wound itself round the stalwart legs of the it was she who anxiously scanned the pages the hour of danger. After relieving him heart, man!" Rustic: " Och, faix me plums I chose. They were delicious. I
liant and blue like sapphires as lie sat star foolishly eager to bestow on the finder a demigod, who was politely intending to of the visitors’ book to find his name. But self to this extent he returned to Paris, and heart was in me mouth as tho thoime, sur!” had the Lady Washington, the large wbito
GUNS, REVOLVERS, Cartridges, etc.,
ing at the landscape; his hair was light reward that was three times the value of open the door for her exit. These stalwart it was not there. The other names were the old accusations will, doubtless, revive
Egg plum, the Apricot, and some other
GALVANIZED Spikes, Nail*, Blocks, Row Locks
The discovery of a human finger in a sau varieties
limbs knew nothing of the slender shackles
brown, thick and curly; his beard was the miserable object she had mislaid.
that I could not name, as tho la
in full, the Greys having written them at bis absence.
E dw ard.
I sage is likely to “ cast a gloom ” over the
Hoop Iron, etc.,
dark brown, dense and silken; his com “ Hear Miss Brackenthorpe, one would that bound them, but Miss Brackenthorpe there
bels
were effaced. The trees that did net
down immediately on their arrival.
trade in that delicacy in Liverpool. The
plexion was tanned to warm ruddy brown; think you were a millionaire, you know,” felt a sudden pull at hor pocket.
enjoy a salt bath did not blossom or fruit,
C A R PE T W EA VERS’ Twine and Warp,
explanation
offered
was
that
the
boy
at
tho
The
master
of
the
hotel,
when
appealed
“ Hear me, dear me, my thread,” cried
FASHION NOTES.
and his limbs, glorious in their strength Mrs. Grey would pleasantly murmur at
machine had his linger cut off, and the dig made little growth, and the knots put in" an
SAILORS’ Oil Clothes, Hats and Bedding,
and beauty of proportion, were cased in such times, and Miss Brackenthorpe always the poor lady appearing to grope with out to. was much annoyed to find that the Engappearance.— Country Gentleman.
stretched hands in tho semi-darkness that i| lishman had departed so suddenly, and
Extra wide scarfs of Spanish net spang it, being left lying about, somehow went in
G R O C ER IES, Sugar, Pork, Beef, Molasses and garments of an indistinct brown hue. Poor answered with unwavering simplicity:
surrounded her. “ Here—there; no—hero; without giving the requisite details of his led with gold beads and edged with gold with the other mince meat while its owner
Miss
Brackenthorpe
admired
him
vastly:
“ Oh, no, Clara; I assure you I am not ' oh, I beg your pardon, yes—here.”
Flour,
Farm and Household Notes.
was at tho hospital.
name, occupation and residence, according lace are imported.
she immediately classed him in her ardent at all well oft'.”
—AT—
I " What is it? ” asked every voice, that of to custom. He swore roundly at the wait
mind as nothing less than a demigod. She
A foreign reviewer observes that Air.
Plain and figured sateens are among the
In general conversation Miss Bracken
can swim better than any oth
gave a little sigh as her errant eyes re thorpe did not shine, and on the present oc ; the offender included. He walked quickly ers, but they, having recoived largesse from new cotton fabrics. They are generally Keene,the draughtsman forPunelt has found er Elephants
land animal.
to his former place, and broke the the stranger, cared but little for their em used in combination.
2 0 5 M ain S tre e t, turned to her tatting; she was a great tat casion, whilst everybody was discussing the hack
a vein of humor in the modern English ed
It costs no more to raise a good animal
ter, and tatting was to her what smoking great subject of guides, she had but little to thread ns lie came; then, when he saw ployer’s angry words, and shrugged their
ucational
system.
Ilis
little
school-boys
Laces of all kinds will figure conspicu
than a poor one. Good fed while they arc
is to some of us, or what di inking, or whist say. John Grey in answer to the deprecia what had happened, he tried to extricate shoulders carelessly as they went on their ously in the toilets designed for the sum when asked, “ Who signed tho “ AlagHa young
C R IE
will be repaid.
or shopping, or intellectual conversation is tory term “ duil'ers,” which had been so himself and mend matters, but only made way rejoicing to smash some more of his mer season.
Clmrta ? ” exclaim tearfully that “ they
Cayenno blown into cracks where the
to others. She could tat at breakfast or lightly used by Miss Brnckcnthorpe’s young them worse, for, as he turned round and china.
didn’t.” Another boy, asked by a pretty ants
congregate,
will drive them away.
Roses
in
all
shades,
from
the
palest
pink
round,
he
wound
the
thread
nil
tho
more
The
guide
was
also
a
stranger,
appar
during supper, in the train or on the moun demigod, had discoursed lor upward of ten
teacher to define a miracle, replies, This remedy is good also for mice.
to the deepest damask red, are made into lady
tains ; it was a harmless pursuit and one minutes on the subject, most exhaustively, aliout bis legs, and twisted it again and ently.
“ Alother says if you don't marry the new
For
garget
in
cows
a Wisconsin dairy
earnitutre
for
ball
dresses.
“
But
what
on
eatth
can
it
possibly
signi
again.
easily carried about; it interfered with no as he and bis wife silently agreed.
parson, " twull he a miracle.”
man recommends a pint of beans bruised
“ I am so sorry,” he said humbly. Ho fy, tny dear?” asked John Grey indignantly
A pretty lace pin imitates an antler’s tip
one’s happiness.
B R O K E R ,
The word “ creole ” is from the Spanish and fed with ground food at once.
“ In fact, considering all things,” added was red in the face front the efforts ho mnde at last. “ What does it concern whether his and is made of tortoise shell wreathed with
And yet young Mrs. Grey had said that
and simply signifies “ natives.” Titus, in
In boiling meat for soup, use cold water
DEALER IN
Mr. Grey, winding up his peroration. “ I to disentangle himself. At last John Grey, name was Smith, or Jones, or Robinson ? acorns and beans in gold.
very morning to her husband:
tho British and Spanish West-Indian Is to extract the juices. If the meat is wanted
It positively gets on my nerves, John; think we may consider that the Swiss guides who was in fits of laughter, released him. For Heaven’s sake, pour out tho coffee; he
GOVERNMENT BONDS. the“ old
A now materinl for flounces is a silk and land, we have white creoles, viz: those for itself alone, plunge in boiling water at
are
excellent
good
fellows.”
Mrs.
Grey
was
gracefully
amused.
may
go
to
Zermatt,
or
to
Jericho,
for
all
I
thing reminds me of one of the
wool stuff with a satin surface woven in bom there of European parents and their once.
B uy a n d Sell all First-Claw* Securities.
“ Hear Miss Brackenthorpe, your pretty care.”
There was a moment's silence; he seemed
Fates, you know. It is just ns if she were
descendants; also brown ereolesor the half
Remember if yon do not want yonr hens
GENT,for the purchase, sale and leasing of Rea
And so tlie matter ended. At least, it plaits.
work ! I am afraid we shall never make
Estate, and Negotiation of Mortgages in Rock always weaving her own shroud, you to have the argument all to himself. The
Some of the short skirts look os if they cast; and black creoles, to distinguish them to lay soft 9helled eggs, to feed them plen
nearly ended so.
demigod, as far ns could be seen in the the gentlemen appreciate it, though.”
land and vicinity. Houses for sale or to let.
know.”
from the black Africans, above whom they tifully with pounded burnt bone or other
were
made
of
scraps
of
half
worn
gowns,
A
year
afterward,
somewhat
suddenly,
Poor
Miss
Brackenthorpe
looked
nervous
darkening
twilight,
was
sinking
into
a
“ Yes. ray dear, but the Fates really
ULMER BLOCK, : : ROCKLAND.
hold their heads very high.
suhsLanccs containing lime.
poor Miss Brnckonthorpe died. Her de so varied are the trimmings.
placid slumber; the.Reverend Timothy. and guilty.
didn’t—”
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.

(Boston Daily Advertiser.)

Gentlemen o f the City Council:
In assuming, for the second time, the con
trol and management of the municipal af
fairs of this city, it becomes us. in taking
upon ourselves the obligations and respon
sibilities of the important trust with which
we have been clothed, to recognize, first of
all, that wo are the servants of the people
and that we have been placed in the posi
tions we occupy, to administer impartially,
economically and firmly, the government
of the city; and let us see well to U that all
her interests are looked after and pro
tected.
By accepting the places to which we
have been assigned, and being invested
with this authority, we shall be expected
to serve with faithfulness and care the great
trust committed to us, even at the expense
of our private interests and personal con
venience. My acquaintance with you, gen
tlemen, assures me that you sliare, in com
mon with myself, a sense of the importance
of prompt, vigorous and decisive action in
all official transactions, and that we should
not lose sight of the fact that our firsL and
highest aim should be the faithful discharge
of the duties imposed upon us, and that the
public welfare must be protected and cared
for to the exclusion of all else.
Our manufacturing industries and other
enterprises begin to show some improve
ment over previous years, and our people,
by their industry, energy and frugality,
have somewhat recuperated from the ter
rible depression of a long period of finan
cial suffering, and are now realizing that
there is slow but sure improvement in our
lime manufacturing, as well as in our navi
gation, lioth of which, during the past few
years, have suffered more than almost any
other description of property. We fondly
anticipate at no distant day to see this
property paying fair profits to its owners,
and at the same time to see the labor of our
people, which has in the past been so poor
ly paid, receive its full sliaro of any and all
improvement that may come with such
prosperity.

I learn from the Chief Engineer that the
fire department is in excellent condition,
well equipped, vigilant, and has maintained
its usual watchfulness and care for the safe
ty of our homes and property, which has
characterized in such a marked degree the
fire department for so many years. The
property destroyed by fire during the past
year, has been srnnll, which must be cred
ited, in a great measure, to a prompt, vig
orous, and well organized department.

The Russian Throne.

Ii) tl|e dity.

j

The Grand Army Boys hare thoroughly ren-

sence defts. dissolved the co-partnership, and the
Ship Samuel Watts, Capt. Wm. J . LerI ovated their hall by repainting and papering, action was afterward brought by reason of cer
with new oil cloth side carpets, the stations tain charges contained in a published article an mond, which arrived at San Francisho, March
Mediaeval history records the rise of ab
-----painted in parti colors and reupholstered; and in
nouncing the dissolution. Verdict for plff., who 2d, and ship Snow & Burgess, Capt. R. B.
Thursday, March 17, 1881.
solute monarchies throughout Europe, and ►F Minstrels.
I additiou have suspended from the walls all o f the was awarded $21.53. Staples and Foster for plff. Anderson, which arrived at Liverpool, March
modern history records the rise of sovereign »{< Hard traveling.
j army corps flags and other decorations that were Littlefield for deft.
Sth inst., met off Cape St. John, near Cape
nations. The most conspicuous illustrations b Bottle up Venuor.
| used in docorating the Farwell Hall on the occaArtell Winslow vs. Isaac Ludwig. Trover for a Horn, and so near were they together that
g y The resolve Appropriating $3,500 to
of the truly mediaeval monarchy in modern
;
sions
of
the
Camp
Fire,
making
it
the
prettiest
horse
sold
by
deft,
to
third
party
and
claimed
by
they could see each other distinctly and ex
•b Secure your seats Saturday.
the Slate Agricultural College was defeated
Europe are the Roman Poiie and the Rus
jmeeting-room in our* city. The Post pureha.-ed plff. Verdict for plff. for amount claimed as value change salutations. It most have been pleas
•P Spring, gentle spring begins Saturday.
in the House, Tuesday, by a vote of 74
of Fratenrity Lodge of Good Templars all of the of horse, $125, and interest. Another action be
sian Czar. It is not difficult to see how
ant to meet each other so far off in mid
to G2.
social disorder leads to a monarchy, the au •b To-day is St. Patrick's Day .and the sprigs o f ( fixings owned by that Lodge when*it surrendered tween same purties was referred to Selectmen of ocean after being at sea so mauy days.
shamrock abound.
j its charter, and we are controled to propose to call Friendship, and a third begun by deft, against plft'.
tocracy of one man being less intolerable
[ y The Legislature has refused to grant
Ship Baring Brothers. Capt. Henry Gile«,
b Much labor must be spent on our roads and lljeir room Grand Army Hall,
was settled by the acceptance of offer of default.
thnn is the warfare of anyliody against eve sidewalks this year.
the use of the battle flags in the State
at San Francis™, is ready to sail for Liver
The announcement in our columns this week by Gould for plff. Staples for deft.
rybody. Nor is it hard to understand why •i* Steamer Sasanoa will start on the Mt. Desert Messrs.
POIJCE.
House to the soldiers at their re-union next
Amos Fisk et al vs. Mary Annah Williams. pool, and ship Alex. Gibson. Capt. James K.
W. O. Hewett Sc Co. is of interest to all buy
Summer.
ers. They make a specialty of their French Deft, sold a place iu South Tliomaston to plffs., Speed, has already sailed for that port.
This department consists of a Marshal, a the transition from an individual to a na route Saturday the 19th.
Capt. \\ in. R. Harriugton, of schooner
Deputy Marshal, and two patrolmen. This tional autocracy is so very difficult. Rus- b Some changes and improvements are being black silks which they warrant in several im giving them a bond for a deed. They allege that
she refused to convey when the conditions o f the
C y A bill to authorize the city of Rock
force, though small, has succeeded in main sin is just now engaged in this great revo made in the steamer Morrison at the So. Railway. portant particulars. The Josephine kid glove which bond were performed, and bring suit on the bond to Carrie A. Heyer, lias been at home. His
they sell is spoken of in the most flattering man
lan d to retire or exchange its bonded in
taining order, in a very acceptable manner lution, nnd Alexander II. was quite willing •P Glover & Co., are loading a vessel with ma ner and their large store is crowded with all the recover the value of the premises. Defence: Non vessel brought cargo to Bath.
for building a boarding house at Jones
debtedness. and to issue new bonds for
An attempt was made to break into the
both day and night, during the past year, to renounce certain rcsjionsibilities, pro terials
performance of conditions; also tiiat there was an
other new and desirable goods.
boro.
th a t purpose h a s passed the legislature.
and deserve, as I ltavo no doubt they will vided they would be borne by the nation.
City A ffaibs .—The city government for the offer to give a deed after a refusal to do so. One store of Horace O’Brien on Thursday night
receive from you and the citizens generally, Perhaps the culminating grief of his life •i* Bear in mind Baird’s Famous Minstrels, and year 1881 was organized last Monday. A conven of the conditions of the bond was that plffs. were of last week. A square of glass was taken
secure your tickets before the best seats are
: y The Legislative Committee on Con
tion of both boards was formed, Alderman Boyn to pay all taxes legally .assessed on the premises. out of the window in the rear basement, and
that meed of approbation due to efficient consisted in this that he never bestowed gone.
great public benefits with impunity. When
ton presiding. A committee was appointed to wait The defts. say this condition was not complied an entrance gained into the back cellar. Then
gressional Apportionment, has, by a de
and faithful officers.
b Bo not forget the lecture at the Baptist Church upon Col. John S. Case, and inform him of his with. Plffs. say that taxes not paid were il
he put an end to serfdom, by the proclama
cisive vote, decided to make no apportion
with a chisel the rogue cut throngh the parti
KNOX AND LINCOLN RAILROAD.
t0. n*^lfr ** *s sa*^ t0 l,e ' cr-v **nc ant* *s deserving election as Mayor and to request his attendance lor legally assessed. The case has once been before
tion of March 3, 1801, he exasperated the of
mcut this session, Congress having failed
tion door and lifted up the beam across this
a full house.
the purpose of being qualified. The committee the Law Court on this issue, and the court has
The
question
which
overshadows
all
oth
upper classes, and to this minute they oc 4* The many friends of Mr. Ell P. Hall will
to pass an apportionment bill.
held the taxes to have been illegally assessed for door, and got into Mr. O’Brien’s cellar. An
soon
returned,
accompanied
by
the
Mayor
elect,
ers and which will claim your earliest at cupy a strangely privileged position
------------------- ----------------- -—
want
of
sufficient
description.
The
assessors
of
be glad to learn that he has returned and will re and the oath was administered to him by Mr.
attempt was then made to pry open the door
tention. is the one in relation to the rail throughout Russia. When he gave rail side in the city.
Davis the City Clerk, who also, administered the South Tliomaston, since the rescript was received leading into the store above, but this was
g y llrevet Major General Upton, of the
road. This fifty miles of road from our roads to Russia, the whole country fell a •P We nre pleased to learn that Mr. Joseph Spear oath to the Aldermen and Councilmen. Prayer from the court, have amended the description on
U. S. Army, committed suicide at San Fran
fastened by four hooks firmly, and could not
affidavit. Present plffs. are Charles M. Hayden
city to Bath, cost in round numbers, twen
prey to usurers of the revolting type. When who has been very sick for the past few weeks, is was theu offered by Rev. J. Riley Bowler, and and Mrs. Sarah Dow, Fisk’s interest in the bond be opened. Mr. O’Brien docs not miss any
cisco Monday night by shooting himself
Mayor Case delivered his iuangural address,
ty-eight hundred thousand dollars. Of he established universities and other semi impro-ving in health.
through the head. It is supposed that
having been assigned to Hayden. The case went thing. The same night an effort was made
which will be found in our columns to-day.
this amount Rockland took of its stock,
naries of learning, it was not gentlemen *1* The Cambridge arrived here, from Boston Subsequently another convention was formed, to the jury Tuesday afternoon, and next morninj to gain an entrance into the boot and shoe
grief at the loss of his wife prompted the
$ 100,000
and good citizens who issued from these es about 9 oclock yesterday morning, and immediate for the purdose of electing City Clerk. It was un a verdict was rendered for plaits. for $1883. It is store of Bradford Chapman by prying open
act.
ly proceeded up river.
She has paid on account of
tablishments. but dreamers and fanatics,
derstood that the present excellent clerk C. A. understood the case will go to the Law Court
the window. Certain parties are mistrusted
interest,
210,094 who imagined that they could make Russia *1* Capt. Robinson took the Steamer Mt. Desert Davis Esq. did not desire a re-election. It took the ground that the verdict is against evidence.
y
Municipal elections were held hist
in these knaveries, and it repeated they mav
up to Boston on Monday last, where she will be four ballots to fill his place. Finally, Mr. R. H. Littlefield for plffs. Gould for deft.
Paid for bonds maturing
Monday in the cities of Augusta, Bangor,
free by illegitimacy, bad writings and fitted with a new boiler.
look out for arrests.
Sarah J. Rich rs. Mary A. Williams, actiou to
Burnham , Councilman from W ard 5 was elected)
last July,
20,000 crime. And yet it is probable that Alex
Belfast and Biddcford, in each of which
George Healey, who has been an officer
*I« It is reported that many of the parties whom receiving 15 votes, ju st the number required to recover for dressmaker’s bill. Defence, tiiat plfT;
the Republicans were successful, electing
ander II. has tlone more for the progress of the Grand Jury honored with a notice have taken elect. He has not yet signified his acceptauee of late husband and not herself was liable. Verdict on hoard of the ship Manuel Llaguno, ar"
Making a total of
$330,094 Russia than any other Czar save Peter the ofleuee thereat and skipped.
the Mayor and securing majorities in
the office.
for plff. Damages $22.29. J. E. Uaniy for plff. rived home the same day that the mate, Fred
Amount of bonds now outstanding, issued Great.
the City Councils.
In the Board of Aldermen, D i. S. II. Boynton, Gould for deft.
D. Waldo, came.
b Mr. H. Richards is erecting a granite shed on
in aid of this road, is $735,300. Of these
Jocoh Wagner rs. Inhabitants of Camden
Personally, Alexander II, was an unhap Main street, between Granite and William streets, was elected chairman.
The Baptists will hold a sociable at their
In Board of Common Council two ballots were tion to recover for injuries received on alleged de
bonds there is becoming due on the first of py man. He ulicuntcd his wife, he had which he will occupy pext week.
y In the Senate, Monday, a bill was
vestry on Friday (to-morrow) evening, at
July this ycar,$20,000,and the same amount melancholy experiences with his children, b The railroad company is placing the Miller had for President. The first ballot stood 10 for fective highway. Reported to Law Court to see
presented explanatory of the five gallon
which an unusual attraction will be offered.
falling due yearly till July, 1899. The bal and he was not fortunate in the |iersons platform and coupling on the Knox & Lincoln A. F. Ames of Ward 3, and 10 for A. D. Bird of notice is sulflcient for plff. to maintain the
cider law of last winter. The bill provides
W ard 1. On the 2d ballot Bird had 11 and Ames tion. Montgomery for plff. Gould for defts.
S O U T H T H O M A ST O N .
ance of the loan, amounting to two hun nearest the throne. The cause of this lay cars, as last as it possibly can be done.
that the provisions of the law of last win
The case on trial this morning was Freeman
10, and the former was declared elected. Mr.
At the adjourned town meeting on Mondred and five thousand three hundred dol largely in himself, for his talents were not b The corner pilings of the Atlantic W harf have Enoch Davies was, unanimously re-elected clerk, Hall, rs. J. D. Robinson. Action on a charter
ter shall not apply to the sale of unadulter
day,
II. S. Sweetland, Greenbacker, was
lars, will become due on July 1st, 1902, all equal to his duties. His powers were ab been washed down and the wharf looks as though for the 21st year.
party, verdict, by consent of parties for $2,048,
ated cider, when sold in quantities of less
elected Moderator, and William Bowers,
Remonstrances were presented against the right for plaintiff. Gould for p lfs. Littlefield for deft.
of which is bearing interest at six per solute, and his personal resources quite a heavy gale might make serious inroads on it.
than five gallons, unless the same be in
Court will probably finish its business to-day Clerk. As it took nearly all day to eftect
cent, semi-annually. The Road has been limited. The moral character of the cour b A hen owned by Mr. John Porter o f South of S. C. Webber aud A. D. Bird of Ward 1, to hold
tended as a beverage or for tippling pur
these two elections, the meeting was adjourn
thus far able to pay from its net earnings tiers at St. PetefCblirg is comparatively low, Tliomaston, laid on Sunday, an egg measuring 7 their scats in the Common Couueil, on account
poses. This act does not change the pres
by 8 inches, weighing three and a quarter ounces. illegal votes thrown for them.
ed to Tuesday, when the followingwere elect
S T Senator Brown (Democratic)
about two per cent, of the interest upon its and Alexander II. is not known to have at
ent law. but simply makes its meaning
The
rules
and
orders
qf
last
year
were
adopted
Georgia remarked the other day, that he ed: Selectmen—Luther Rowell, Democrat;
lionds, leaving four per cent, to be paid by tempted a thorough reform of their trans b A large dog fell in love witn one of Salford’s by both Boards. The*second Monday evening
clear.
choice hams that was in a barrel in front of his
F1KAKCES.
the city, one half in July and the other half gressions. Nor did he ever allow anyone store, but Gus was unkind enough to m ake him each month was fixed as the time for regular meet thought the Administration of President Eugene N. Brown, Republican; C. E. Ward,
ings. Both Boards then adjourned to this (Thurs Garfield started out under the brighest au Greenbacker. Treasurer;—H. S. Sweetland.
The Treasurer's report will show us. I in January of each year.
- y Senator Mahone has sided with the
to advise him without the Czar's previous give it up.
spices. The country was prosperous, and The meeting was then adjourned to Wednes
This great burden upon our people and requost, and he failed to establish that ma b A pane of glass in the barber’s shop of L. W . day) evening.
Republicans which gives them an equal am informed by that official, that the debt
day to complete the elections.
number in the U. S. Senate with the Dem of the city has increased five thousand dol their property has always been mot and chinery or that personal intercourse by Benner, adjoiuing Rankin block, was broken last b Stockholders of the Philadelphia, Wilmin; no section was dissatisfied nor inclined
We understand that Mr. Cornelius Ilanraocrats. counting Judge Davis of Illinois lars during the past year. This occurs on paid promptly until now, although there which men of judgment could submit plans Thursday evening and cigars to the value of $4 q ton & Baltimore Railroad are referred to the im factious opposition. As for tlia South,tin-re
lian
ot Rockland has been testing the lime
was rapidly developing a better feeling th:
portant notice in to-day’s paper.
with the latter. This throws the casting account of the payment, in July last, of have been strong indications of discontent and memorials to the attention of the auto ere stolen.
rock
on his farm in the 44 Gig woods” and
was manifesting itself in a desire for im
b Mr. Benjamin Burr formerly of this city has
vote of the Senate upon Vice President $20,000 of the loan issued in aid of the Knox and unwillingness among a portion of our crat. The Moscow noblemen once asked
»I< The surplus of the Union Mutual Life Insur
meets with the best ot success. He burnt
Arthur. The Senate Committees will, & Lincoln Railroad. There was paid $5000 tax-payors for some years, claiming that his permission for submitting a plan o^ just been elected Mayor of Port Royal S. C. Mr. ance Company, according to the Massachusetts prorement and business enterprise. The
some three hundred and thirty casks at Mill
Burr left here a few years ago in company with standard, increased from $77,209 50 in 187'
people showed a disposition to attend
probably lie organized to-day. the Demo of the municipal debt and $20,000 of the this burden is too great to be liorne, and representative institutions. He replied Feb Mr. John Howard.
business and let politics alone; to get rich river ihomaston. which we are informed
crats having, gracefully yielded to circum bonds of the Railroad, $10,000 of which was that some relief must be bad. This matter ruary 10, 1805, that the initiative of reform b One of the freight cars on the K. Sc L. railroad $306,213 77 in 1880.
On the prove to he of excellent quality.
Those who contemplate traveling in Europe, and become prosperous again.
raised by taxation, and the balance by the is now openly discussed upon our streets,
stances.
rested with him, and could not be separated jumped the track last Saturday afternoon in W ar or any other part of the Globe, either, alone or whole, he regarded the new Administra
The sociable held at Geo. T. Sleeper’s a
sale of bonds bearing four per cent, interest, in your ofiices.nnd in public meetings called
ren,
detaining
the
passenger
train,
which
was
be
from
the
autocratic
]iower
which
Divine
y Hon. William P . Frye was, on Tues
week ago, Tuesday, was the largest of the
with excursion parties, should consult Thos. tion as having bright prospects.
thus.increasing our indebtedness tojthis ex* for the purjiose, and participated in by all
Providence had placed in his hands. Un kind it, about two hours and a half.
Cook & Son, the renowned Excursion Managers
day. elected U. S. Senator, to fill the va tent. Twenty thousand dollars of the
season.
The Peaks Sisters called out the old
classes of our people, showing unmistaka
See advertisement.
der a pure despotism only those are in *i« E .B . Hastings has just received the agency of 201 Broadway,
cancy occasioned by the resignation of bonds of the road mature on the first day
There are symptoms of trouble amon and young.
ble evidence that our citizens of all classes, personal danger who are near the despot. for the Domestic Paper Patterns. Catalogue, can
Hon. ,1. G. Blair. In the Senate Mr. Frye
Our town has just been through one of the
the Greenbackers. It is stated-that, Messrs
be had free by calling at his store. Every pattern
of July of each year till 1899. The balance whose property is taxed annually to pay the
A n I n t e r e s t i n g B i r t h d a y P a r t y . —From the
In Turkey, for instance, the pashas have
received 2:1 votes, to 5 for Richard A. Frye.
Natick Citizci^jf March 4, we copy the followin, Thomas J . Durant, Lee Crandall, Edward warmest elections that has ever taken place
of them, say $205,300, will mature in 1902. interest on this Railroad debt, are bearin, to fear the Sulti.n more than is noeessary in the catalogue will be kept in stock.
In the House W. P. Frye had 82 votes and
here.
Monday, the 7th, was spent in a
>I« The ladies of the Congregational Society will account of a birthday anniversary, in wiliicli one Daniels and Epenetus Howe, members
Twenty thousand dollars of this loan will a burden that cannot long be endured. It
on the part of common Turks. Even in the
R. A. Frye 59.
fall due in July of this year, together with is claimed that, considering the exceedingly Catholic church, which is an absolute mon give a supper and hold a fair for the sale of small of our respecteil citizens, Mr. M. A. Sweetland the Executive Committee of the Greenback fruitless attempt to elect a Moderator, the
articles, at the chapel on School street, next Thurs was interested, and in which he participated
Congressional Committee, addressed a let Republicans voting for Geo. T. Sleeper the
the interest on the sum of $735,300, less small earniugs of all kinds of property, and
Last Wednesday was the eightieth anniversay
y Gov. l’laisted yesterday vetoed the what the Railroad can pay, which is esti the low rate of money all over the world,: archy, a cardinal is more dependent on the day evening, March 24th. Admission 10 cents.
Democrats for W. R. Rowell and the Greenter to Thompson H. Miy-ch, chairman
Our people should not forget the intcresing of Mrs. Mary Sweetland’s birthday, and her des tile committee, in which they declined
backers tor A. S. Sweetland. On Monday the
bill to charter the Casco Bank, on the mated at two per cent., leaving four per six per cent, semi-annual bond is, under Pope’s pleasure than a common Roman
cendants arranged a surprise party for the vener
l*4th the force gathered again, but a break
ground that it gave the Bank power to is cent, of this iutercst to be provided by the the circumstances, excessive, and that in Catholic is. In Russia the reverse prevails. lecture to be delivered this evening at the First able and lieloved mother at the residence of Mr. C, attend tho meeting called by Mr. Murch
The upper classes are all privileged, the Baptist Church, by Rev. F. W . Bakeman of Au F. Sweetland, in the westerly part of the villagt bo held in New York City last week. They was made in the Democratic line, by men
sue bank bills, and on the ground that “ it
city, unless a more advantageous arrange order to keep the personal property of our
burn. Tickets can be had at Andrews’ l>ook
has lieeomc the policy of the general gov ment can be mado with the bond holders. people at home, where it will contribute its great mass is apathotic to freedom and des store.
After the party lii,d assembled, Mrs. Sweetland also informed him that his resignation as leaving Mr. Rowell and voting for Sweetland
eminent, to control thp entire credit circu- The rate of taxation for 1880 wasjthreo per share of the burdens, the bond-holders potism alike, and yet the Czar’s real potv- *J« B. I. Weeks has been promoted to the posi ho was staying with her daughter, was sent for chairman of the committee was accepted on the fourth ballot. The number necessary
I ation of the country.” Of course, every cent, on a valuation of $3,010,092. There should be appealed to, immediately nnd re r rests with them. The jiosilion of the tion of Route Agent of the American Express and was ushered into the presence of a numerous and that they would call the entire Nation for a choice was 86 and Sweetland having
gathering of sons, daughters, grandchildren and
other bank charter granted by the Iatgisla- was appropriated last year and raised by spectfully, but earnestly asked to allow the Czar is, therefore, highly anomalous, and Company for Eastern Maine and New Brunswick. great-grandchildren to the number o f over forty al Committee together soon to elect his sue tiiat number exactly, was elected. The bat
tle then commenced for the Town Clerk,
laturc must follow this veto.
City to anticipate the payment of the Rail his personal peace came to an end as soon Chas. M. Harrington is to be appointed Agent in Great was her surprise on finding in addititon to cessor.
tax, $87,78G.54. as follows, viz.:
this city.
and after many ballots the Republicans
her descendants residing in Natick, one son
road loans or refund the same for a regular as there grew up people in Russia who
Schools,
Tile proposition submitted to the voters lected their candidate W. II. Bowers.
»{« Rev. Mr. Blair, pastor of the Congregational his family from, Rockland, Me., another from
wanted
to
be
free
and
lacked
privileges
as
Repairing
School
Houses,
Destructive Fire at Pittsfield.
Municipal Bond bearing four per cent
of Bangor Monday, to make arrangements
Poor Department,
church,
has
commenced
a
series
of
discourses
upThe rest of that day was spent in trying to
semi-annual interest. This, in my judg well as property. They turned against the ou the Lord’s Prayer. The second one, upon the •South Boston, and still another from East Boston, with the Bangor & Piscataquis railroad
Highways ami Sidewalks,
A dispatch was received from Pittsfield
Mrs. S. has been the mother of ten children, eight
elect Selectmen, and at night the meeting
Fire Department,
ment, is the only honorable and sure way Czar’s |ierson; they have destroyed it.
words “ Hallowed be Thy name, will be given next of whom are now living, and six of these are set extend the same to Mooschead Lake was
at an early hour this morning stating that
Police Department,
defeated
by
a
vote
of
1239
to
079.
was adjourned till next day. In the mean
It
is
needless
to
say
that
murder
is
a
hor
Sunday morning.
Salaries,
we can overcome the difficulties which sur
tied in Massachusetts. She has twenty-seven
a disastrous fire was raging there and it
time Mr. Sweetland who had been elected
rible
crime,
and
that
the
murdered
Czar
Interest City Debt,
round us.
We would simply suggest to our Rockland grandchildren, nineteen of whom were present,
was feared the entire business portion of
Reduction City Debt,
Moderator, was called away, ami another
and four great grand-children. Of her father*
Payment R. it. Ruuds,
By such an arrangement, thoso who hold was the sincere friend of America, as he sportsmen, that skunk skins are worth in the N
the village would lie destroyed. An engine
battle for the Moderator, was had ami re
Interest R. R. Ronds,
the city’s securities would lose but a trifle proved in November. 1802, when he refused York market from SI to S2 a p e lt; and that a fine family of four children all are now living. He
hail gone over from Waterville, and a
Contingent,
opportunity is open to them to make a little money own father and mother lived to a very great age
sulted
in the election of Geo. T. Sleeper over
to
join
France
in
Napoleon’s
attempt
at
of prospective interest, and thoso who
steamer was on the way from Bangor. One
by skunk hunting in this city.
the former dying when 97 and the latter 87 years
\V. R. Rowell. The voting for Selectmen
$87,780 54.
T H 0 3 1 A ST O N .
bought the new bonds, issued in due form diplomatic intervention” in our civil war.
dispatch stated that ten buildings had been
old.
A small boy in attempting to cross the street
then commenced and continued until night
Of this appropriation there is still unex by the municipality, would feol that their It is equally needless to say that crime does
Mrs. Harriet Ilawkes, 82 years of age,
It was indeed pleasant to look upon the happy
destroyed, and the fire was rapidly spread
when they compromised by taking one from
not promote personal or political freedom, in front of our office, accidentally stubbed his toe. group of affectionate children thus once more siding with her son-in-law, Wilinot Rose,
pended about twenty-five hundred dollars. security was beyond question. Such
ing.
Result, boy went out of sight, got soundings,
each party anti again they adjourned to
The full details of all financial matters will course as this, if we could refund ami there and that Alexander III. will hardly let his came up and was rescued and probably got gathered about the 'aged mother whose watchful
ry sick.
At 3.30 it was hoped the fire was under be shown in the report of the City Treas
Wednesday 16th, when they finished their
father’s
death
go
unavenged.
It
is
more
care
and
faithful
instructions
and
admonitions
had
spanked when he got home.
by save from fifteen to eighteen thousand
Orren D. Adams, shoemaker, Levensale
control. The Lancey House was saved urer, to which I respectfully refer you.
been instrumental in guiding their feet in the paths
business and adjourned. I should not have
dollars yearly, would lift a great burden probable that a reign of horror will ensue, P olice Coukt.—J udge Hick’s term of office of virtue, honor and usefulness; and proud and building, Knox street, whose residence is on
and it was thought the Maine Central rail
from our people and give them new life, and that sombre darkness will fall tqion all expired on Tuesday. During the last week he happy may that mother be as she beholds the re Beechwood street, ifc^sick at home with an thus gone into details, had the elections
STREETS ANII SIDEWALKS.
road was out of danger.
j^one offas usual; but such a square stand up
Russia. Nor is it improbable that the coun fined Thomas A. Clark and Silas McLoon $1 each
There was appropriated last year for and we should hear no moru of personal try will have to pass through manifold and costs for drunkenness; and Isaac W. Flagg sults of her fond labors and care. The family attaek of pneumonia.
contest we never had before.
home was iu Hope, Me. A number of useful and
property leaving our borders to escape tax
Hon. Samuel Watts came here yesterday
this
purpose,
live
thousand
dollars,
but
ow
The Greenbackers elected H. S. Sweetland,
y It was a singular oversight of the re
ation. and in a few years, by careful man convulsions before it will be free and con $5 and costs for getting drunk and smashing a ornamental articles were presented, a feast of good noon, and is looking after business interests,
Treasurer and J . H. Allen, Auditor. The
things was partaken of and the songs of s
solve providing for a change from annual ing to the fact that the sidewalks are built agement, we should work out of debt in tented. Meanwhile the position of an auto window.
Howard Morton and Edward B. Carleton Democrats eleeted Kate S. Swett,Superinten
of
plank,
and
have
been
sadly
neglected
for
;crs
in
a
measure
voiced
the
melody
that
reigned
b
A
charter
for
a
new
bank
in
this
city,
with
crat
and
a
popular
reformer
are
incompati
ta biennial elections and sessions of the
spite of the mistakes we made in loaning
who have been at work in a carriage factory dent School Committee.
A gequodxgls .
ble and the Czar’s position was painfully a capital of $200,000, to lie called Rockland Gran in all hearts. The gathering was in all respects a
Legislature in omitting to include the term the past six or seven years, they are now, our credit to the Railroad.
ite Bank,has been asked for by Francis Cobb.J. R. very happy one, and the vigor nnd comparative at Merrimac, Mass., have returned home
of the Executive Council. The constitu on many of the streets, in poor condition,
W ARREN.
In order to bring this matter squarely melancholy in that he had no peers for his Bodwell, John S. Case, Moses Webster, E . II. youthful appearance of Mrs. Sweetland give Pleased to see you gentlemen.
and
in
order
to
mnke
them
safe
and
con
tion in this res|iect was not amended and
At the adjourned town meeting, held last
and properly before you, and all others in advisers, l’rudent and able men like Gort- Lawry, H. W . Wight, George N . Brainard and promise of many returns of her birthday anniver
Joseph E. Moore, Esq., is attending court
sary.”
the present Council cannot hold their office venient it will be necessary that sufficient terested in this very important question, I ebakofl'and Shuvaloff waited till they were E . P. Webster.
at Rockland. His many friends are pleased Monday it was voted to raise money as fol
but one year and will expire on the first funds be appropriated and applied to this will recommend thnt a committee of the commissioned; then they accepted or de ►J* Hon. Nathan Webb of Portland, one of the
lows: For town expenses $4200; common
to see him.
P la t f o r m Ite m s .
Wednesday of January. This will make work, to the extent of putting them in good city government be appointed, with an clined, as they preferred. But most men leading members o f the Cumberland Bar was in
John Beverage, who, with his family havi schools the amount required by law. Voted
it necessary for the legislature to come to repair, and I will recommend for your con equal number nominated by them from our in Russia to whom the Czar had access did attendance at Probate Court on Monday and Tues The native Palestine Arabs are in the State.
been passing the winter in Boston, have ar to tax dogs; also to allow each family 600
gether at tiiat time.foi the purpose of elect sideration that this very important matter citizens at large, to be constituted a refund simply what he told them. This would day, being one of counsel in a contested will case. Mrs. Livermore is lecturing in New York State. rived home. Their neighbors heartily wel fish. Voted to build a new road, to take the
be earnestly and properly considered when
have worked less badly had the Czar The case was amicably adjusted Tuesday afternoon John B. Gough is talking to the Southern peoing a new Council.
place of the Pond hill road. Wm. Spear,
ing commission whose duty it shall be to
come them.
without coming to trial,and Mr. Webb left forborne pie.
you make your appropriation for this ser
make an exhibit of the property of the city, been a great or a fine moral character. yesterday.
Mr. Frederic k I). Waldo, after an absence Edw. McIntyre, Levi McIntyre were chosen
S T The first veto of Gov. Plaistcd was vice.
both real and personal, as te valuation on a He was neither. lie was not cruel, »|« George A. Perrigo Esq. was on Friday nom The Jubilee Singers had a very good lious of n early two years, lias returned to Thom- fish committee. Lawrence C. French bid oft’
I will also recommend that some arrange
Sunday night and gave general satisfaction.
not specially ignorant, not personally
the Brunswick Municipal Court Bill, which
cash basis, together with our liabilities,rate
inated by Gov. Plaisted forJudgc of the Police
aston. He left here at that time to go mate the collection of taxes at 2cts, 9 mills on the
The “ 4 invincibles,” with Baird’s New Orleans
he returned to the legislature on the ground ment be made whereby the city team may of taxation, and all matters necessary and arrogant, and not uncommonly immoral Court of this city in place of Judge Hicks, wlios
with Capt. Charles Haskell, and the bark was dollar. L. C. French was chosen constable.
th a t it gives the Judge the power to ap- be more advantageously employed upon proper for the information of those who But despite many good qualities, he term expired on the 15th. Oliver Otis was also Minstrels, are acknowledged the biggest of all big
Jason Spear has sold his farm, we learn, to
ast away near the Island of New Zealand,
]ioint a Recorder and authorizes this Re the streets. I am informed by the Street hold the bonds of the Knox and Lincoln lacked that influence which is the prerog nominated as Coroner for Knox County. These fours.
The}’ passed through many hardships, and Mr. Alden Boggs, and is about purchasing
corder to act as Judge whenever there is a Commissioner having the team in charge, Railroad, issued in aid of that road by the ative of genius, of moral purity and of af nominations will, probably, be acted upon by the Elaborate preparations are making at the Mu
a
lot,
at the village, for the purpose of buildseum for the production of Mr. Boucicault’s new •ame near falling into the hands of Cannibal;
vacancy in that office, which the Governor that owing to the narrow limits to which city of Rockland, this Commission to com fection. In this respect his son, now Al Council to-morrow.
play, “ Suil a Mor,” on the 28th inst.
alter their shipwreck. Finally, Mr. Waldo g a house.
holds is in conflict with that provision of the team isconfined, in order that it may be mence its labors as soon as possible, with a exander III., begins better. He is morally b Fuller & Cobb make an entire change in their
Rev. Mr. Dutton has gone away for a brief
Extensive alterations and improvements will be came to San Francisco, where he joined the
the constitution that provides for the ap in near proximity to the steam-engines, its view of negotiating with the holders of pure man,—almost alone at the court column this week, and, as usual, offer very made in the P ark Theatre, Boston, durinj
ship Manuel Llaguno, which recently arrived stay of two weeks. We understand. Rev.
pointment of all judicial officers by the earnings during the past year have not ex these lionds, by communication, or seeing of St. I’ctersburgh. In politics he is sup tempting bargains in their line. Their handsome summer, and the decorations will probably be at New York. No doubt he is pleased to Mr. Shaw is to supply the pulpit in his ab
ceeded two hundred dollars, exclusive of
posed to be less friendly to Germany than store is packed full of the choicest goods and
Governor with the consent of the council.
renewed.
sence.
hauling the steamer when the F'ire Depart them in person, that the result of their in his father was, and less hostile to Austria. need but to call on them to become satisfied that John L. Hall, the comedian, now stage manager ;et home and receive the welcome greetin'
The Georges River Mills, are running very
they are fully up to the times.
vestigation may be known to the city au
of his friends.
ment
were
on
duty.
The
salary
of
the
But of this no safe prediction can be made.
of the Theatre Royal, Adelaide, N. S. W ., has be
Assassination of the Czar of Russia.
Dr. C. T. Chase left here on Tuesday with iteady with plenty of orders for their work.
*1* The People’s Lecture course will close with :i come the landlord of a hotel. His wife (Emily
teamster, keeping the horses, repairs, etc., thorities at the earliest possible day, so that Ilis accession takes place under melan
Work is dull, at the shoe-shop, just enough
After repeated attempts made during the
Grand Concert Friday evening of this week, as Wiseman) will shortly retire altogether from the his family, to locate in Massachusetts. The
the
limited
time
between
now
nnd
the
1st
amount to seven hundred dollars per an
choly circumstances and in troublous times, announced last week. The combination, Schuliert
past fifteen years to kill the Czar of Russia
Doctor came to Tliomaston in 18-46, thirty to keep the wolf from the door.
num, to say nothing of insurance and risk. of July may be utilized to the best advan —doubly troublesome because the dangers Quartette and Listcmann Concert Company, cm stage.
l te assassins have at last been successful,
tage
in
preparation
for
refunding
the
Rail
Baird’s New Orleans Minstrels are composed of live years ago, and has seen many changes H O P E ,
The cost for the service of hauling the sec
braces some ot the best vocal and instrumental
which
threaten
his
power
are
domestic
and
At the town meeting on Monday the fol
and Alexander II., Czar of Russia, was as ond steam engine with a hired team, in road loan, if that should be by them deemed
i first-class artists, and present an entertainment since he located in this vicinity. We are
invisible. It is hardly probable that ho talent in the country. An opportunity to attend from which all thread-bare and worn-out features
sorry to see them leave. It is unpleasant to lowing officers were elected: Nathaniel Alsassinated in the streets of St. Petersburg cluding the man to handle the team, which expedient and for the best interest of all
will be less liberal than his father was, and such a concert will not again present itself for a have been discarded, giving three hours of uucontord, Moderator; II. M. Cole, Town Clerk;
at 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon, and died at has been on hand, promptly, at every alarm concerned.
long time. Let our citizens give them a full
to see our citizens locating elsewhere.
is hoped that he may be equally success house. Tickets now on sale at Spear Sc May’s fined merriment.
If my recommendation in regard to the
4 o'clock. The Czar was returning in a of fire, has amounted to sixty dollars only,
The first class at the Grammar School, II. M. Cole, 1st Selectman; A. P. St. Clair,
ful as well as more fortunate.
Manager
Abbey
will
probably
go
to
Europe
on
where
desirable
seats
can
be
obtained.
Railroad bonds shall be considered worthy
close carriage, escorted by eight Cossacks, during the past twelve months.
who are to be promoted to the High School 2d Selectman; Mareellus Metcalf, 6d Select
the same steamer that conveys Mile. Sarah Bern
b The closest voting that ever occurred in this
of your consideration, and a commissiou
from a military parade, when a man stand
this term, has presented their faithful teacher man. The Selectmen were also chosen As
The New York Tribune says the of city took place in Ward 1, at the recent Municipal hardt home in May next. He told a Dramatic
SCHOOLS.
such as I have suggested, be appointed,
ing on the side of the street threw under
Mr.
Judson M. Kellocb, with an elegant sessors and Overseers of the Poor. Nath’l
fice-seekers who abound in Washington at election. On the first day there was no election News reporter last week that he expected his prof
his carriage a glass hand-bomb containing
I learn from those having in charge our with the necessary instructions, I have no the beginning of each new Administration of Alderman and Councilmen. On the second its on her American tour would reach $140,000, easy chair. This is a present worthily be Alford, Treasurer; W. II. Bartlett, Supernitro-glycerine. which exploded, damaging schools, that the usual good results have doubt, with your earnest co-operation, this,
stowed, and is indicative of the friendly rela isor of Schools; J . L. Boardraan, Town
are usually discouraged at the outset by day D. N. Bird was elected Alderman by 3 pluralS u p re m e J u d ic i a l C o u rt.
the rear of the catriage and injuring sever been attained during the past year. Ow with all other important business committed
tions between the instructor and his pupils. Agent: D. II. Manfield, Constable and Col
discovering that the salaries of most official ty and S. C. Webber Councilman by ju st the re
al of the escorts, but did not hurt the Czar. ing, however, to the small appropriation for to your keeping, will be honorably and
quisite vote, both Republicans. On the third day
KNOX C OUNTY-M ARCH TERM, 1881.
Judge Levensaler, administrator on the lector.
positions are^not nearly as large as they George Gregory, Democrat was elected Council
Mr. Geo. Gilmore has left; for Montana.
The man who threw the bomb attempted to this department, the Superintending School fairly adjusted.
estate of the late William R. Keith, will sell
supposed. Besides the Secretaries and As man by a vote of 105 to 104 against him. On the
A r t e m a s L i b b e y , Justice, presiding.
JOHN S. CASE.
discharge a revolver,but was prevented.and Committee were obliged to reduce the
at auction on the 22d inst. the household fur C A M D E N .
L. F. S t a r r e t t , Clerk.
sistant-Secretaries there are few Depart fourth day A.^D. Bird, Republican, was elected
T
own* M e e t in g , —The annual town-raeetwas at once seized by the police. The Czar school year to twenty-eight weeks, and as
niture and other articles of the deceased.
E d w a r d C. S p a u l d i n g , Sheriff.
i y The Machias Union the leading Dem ment places that pay as much as $2,500 a Councilman by a vote of 109 to 108 against him
g was held at Rockport last Monday. A
alighted from his damaged carriage, when in this short time the scholars could not be
J ohn O. R obinson, County Attorney.
Report says, that the ladies residing
year. In the Diplomatic and Consular This is what may justly be termed “ close squeezocratic
paper
in
Eastern
Maine,
speaks
the other assassin on the opposite side of expected to properly qualify themselves
The Grand Ju ry came in on Friday and reported High Street, Mill River, turned out eu mass good atteudance was present and everything
Service tho salaries are notoriously inade mg.
the street, threw a second bomb, which for advancement to the established higher strongjwords in favorjof the National banks, quate to support a family comfortably in an b Baird’s Famous Minstrels arc coming again, indictinents^against Thomas McGrath for assault on Monday and shovelled oft’ the old snow passed off quietly and in order. The followand
“
deplores
any
attempt
to
abolish
the
and
batterj’ ; Annie Jason, Cora W illiams, Flora which had been lying on the side-walk on this
were the principal officers elected : J . H.
and will appear at Farwell Hall, next Tuesday
struck the pavement near the Czar and ex grades of study, the Committee have defer
appropriate social position. Most of our
Perkins, Josephine Osgood, Phillip Mulligan,
ploded, shattering the Czar’s legs and red the customary yearly examination till system, or any attempt to restore the old Ministers havo to draw on their private evening. Always the best, this Company is now
street for a long time. The sight was amus- Martin, Moderator; A. D.Champney,Clerk;
Laura
Rawlcy,
David
Hall,
for
keeping
common
system
(or
the
38
systems
one
might
truly
better than ever before, and as a reward of merit
P. Wellman,Jere. Mclntire and A. Lampnearly tearing the right one from the body. the close of the coming spring term. For
say, as each State seemed to have a system means to maintain their households on the ii playing to a succession of crowded houses, turn nuisances; W . A. Lynde, Geo. B. Gilman, W alter
One Cossack and a citizen were killed. full information I refer you to the report of
Fred A. Robinson Esq. oflludson. Mass, son, Selecinen; T, II. C’alderwood, Treasurof its own) of State banks.” It mentions footing required by custom; and even in ing away people in every town. The company McNorton, William Richards, Elizabeth Richards
;
Wdl Pascal, Auditor; E. G. S. Ingra
The Czar immediately fell unconscious, and School Agent and Superintending School
Reuben C. Clark and Enoch Cook, severally, for is again in town. He reports business good
the cases of some of the Maine banks, un large commercial cities like Bordeaux, numbers twenty-five people aud will arrive on the keeping drinking house and tippling shop; Frank
ham, School Committee; E. Orbiton, Collec
•was taken to the Palana, but lived only an Committee, soon to be presented.
steamer May Queen about half past ten, and it is
where he is located.
der the State system and says in Washing Bremen, Antwerp and Marseilles, our Con said will give a Band Concert at the wharf. In Preston Olds, for larceny; B. K. Hart, assault
hour and a half. The second assassin was
Thomas A. Carr, Esq., advertises himself tor. All Fusionists exempt the last. The
POOR.
ton county there were the St. Croix, the suls recoive only $2,000 or $2,500 per an their street parade they will be headed by Maj. with intent to k ill; Chas. A._Jackson for bribery
killed by the explosion of the bomb. The
as agent of the Allan line of Steamer to “ Ire town voted to pay $2(XX), of its indebted
It is impossible, at the commencement of Fassamaquoddy nnd the Washington Coun num, andjmust account to the Treasury for Thomas, in Zouave uniform. Seats will lie on sale at election.
ness, which now amounts to $65,000, over
Czarewilch, or oldest son of the Czar, was the year, to estimate the amount of money
land, Scotland and England.”
ty, “ shaving mills.” At Ellsworth there all the money they take in the shape of fees. Saturday the 19th, and should be secured early as Elizabeth Richards was arraigned before the
immediately bailed ns Czar.
Mr. Charles W. Stimpson Jr. has estab and obove available resources.
Court Tuesday, for keeping a drinking house and
required for this department. In making were twoor three more. At Ilallowell was They can live respectably on their incomes every seat will probably be taken.
A ll S o r t s .— A mast has been placed in
tippling shop, pleaded guilty and was fined $100 lished himself in business at Port Clyde, St.
Intelligence of the sad event was tele appropriation lor this class of unfortunates,
only by practising pretty [close economy b It will by seen by advertisement in another
and costs.
graphed. and messages of condolence were I will suggest that ample means be provid the America riband at Rockland the Ship
George, at the stand ot his grandfather, the the Steamer Planet. Capt. Rodney Wither
and returning few of the social courtesies column that the great model of the “ Famous Frank Preston Olds, indicted for larceny, pleaded
builders,
nnd
so
on,
each
in
its
turn
defraud
spoon
is to command her this season.
late Joseph Fish.
S3nt by all the governments. On receiv ed for their comfort and support. In case
offered them by their brother Consuls of Strasbourg Clock,” which has been visited by guilty, and was sentenced to State Prison for
Mr. Sellman, of the sardine factory, has
ing notice of the assassination, Secretary of an epidemic or extra sickness, there ing men through the whole length of the
The Warden’s residence at the Maine State
thousands, all over the United States and Canadas, three years. The other indictments were contin
other
countries
and
by
the
citizens
of
the
State by tens of thousands of dollars, and
Blaine telegraphed the following:—
Prison has been painted, papered and re been in town a few days, looking alter the
will be on exhibition in Farwell Bloqjc, under Far- ued to next term.
should be ample means at hand to defray
places where they are stationed. Still, the
well Hall, commencing to-day. We clip the fol
To Mr. Foster, American Minister at St. all such expenses, and if not all required it thinks “ the present system the best we ever
Eugenia M. Pressy vs. Martha A. Weed. Ac paired throughout, under the superintendence interests of the company in this place. They
had ” and hopes “ it will be tried twenty resolute offico-seeker is seldom driven off’ lowing from the Daily Citizen of Montreal, where
Petersburg: “ Express to the Minister of
are now making cans, and will commence to
tion for partition of real estate. Value of better of Mr. David J . Starrett.
the field by this discovery. He will take they recently exhibited:
Foreign Affairs the sentiments of sorrew can be placed to the credit of some other years longer at least.”
ments made by each party assessed by jury, and
Ship Manuel Llaguno, Capt. Frederick W. put up fish as soon as they can be caught.
what he can get. With him it is often a “ This wonderful piece of ancient and historic partition ordered. Barrett for plffs. Foster for
with which the President and people of the appropriation. The appropriation last
Stackpole, which arrived at New York 10th, Mr. Gleason is to return this summer and
mechanism, in its counterpart, is most truthfully
United States have heard of the terrible year for this department was $0,500, and
It is reported that five men have been question of half a loaf or no bread.
fulfilling to the public the many laudable descrip deft.
made the passage from Liverpool in 19 days. take charge,and Mr. Sellman expects to spend
crime of which the Emperor has been the has been managed, I think, with economy, discharged from the yard force of the Maine
C. E. Williams vs. W . O. Fuller, Jr., and A. Htions of its remarkable powers. All who went
victim, and their profound sympathy with
The farm buildings owned and occupied were more than satisfied with their investment of
Ship Oracle belonging to the same line made a part of his time here.
Central Railroad at Portland for irregulari
the Imperial family and Russian people in and for the best interest of the city, as well ties, and a sub-boss suspended for some by Geo. Southard, St. Albans, were destroy time, while those who have visited Strasbourg and Jones. Action for libel, damages claimed in $20,- thej passage from Liverpool to Delaware
Our annual school meeting will be held at
as for those who are unfortunate enough to other cause. Other developments are ex ed by fire Monday morning. Loss $2,000: seen the great original are nothing loth to pro 000. Parties formerly published the Maine Hotel
their great affliction.”
breakwater
in 16 days.
the high school room next Monday evening,
Register
and
Livery
Journal.
In
the
plff.’s
abrequire assistance.
no insurance. Cause, defective chimney. nounce this a most faithful counterpart.”
(Signed)
B l a in e , Secretary.
pected.

Ii] tl)e County.

H ave W is ta r’a
at which time two directors are to be elected, I A P P L E T O N .
..ays at hand. It
-- -------- - ------------- one tor the long term and one to fill vacancy I Beautiful weather yesterday and to-day
Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and
ail
Throat and Lung Complaints. 50 cents and $1 a
Of Rev. Mr. Cox.
Mrs. Kate Newbert leads oft* on chopping- bottle.
lj'39
j
An addition is being built on the west end bees this year, it being arranged for toiuorIt is estimated that there are 60,000 acres
of the woolen mill.
row afternoon. Well, there are several of our
in California covered with vineyards, and
The Universalist Church and society are to !young men out ot a job.
it is expected that during the next 10 years
give a young folks concert at their Chapel j Mr. Elbridge Perry lost a horse, night be- this profitable industry will greatly in
this evening. From the programme we judge | fort* last, 1 think. 11c broke through the crease.
stable floor.
T he P eruvian Syrup has cured thousands who
a good time will be had.
suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Com
Dr. Frank A. Gusliee got home yesterday. were
plaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints, etc. l*amY IN A L II A V EX.
•*‘ '
*
”
Seth W. Fowle & Sons,
Well! well! well! it is down to 1*20 feet Has been attending the medical lectures in
Philadelphia. Don’t know whether he brought
rJT
©Everyone.
and still sinking.
a
diploma
with
him.
“ When the spring time comes, gentle An
B
I
R
T
H
S
Mr.
E.
D.
Gushee
and
wife
have
returned
nie,** don't go out without your rubbers.
A tew measles have been “ boarding round,” from W interport, where they have been
spending the winter, or a part it. Mr. E.
lately.
the name of the sender, as a guarantee of authenticity .J
This is the Yinalhaven version of Horace W. L. Carkin returned several days ago.
School District meeting last Wednesday.
Greely’s advice: “ Go wed young man, go
In North Vassaibora, March 4th, to Mr. id Mrs.
Mr. E. D. Gushee was elected agent for the Abel
Wall, a daughter.
wed.”
In North Vnasalboro, Marcli Ctli, to Mr. ad Mrs.
Hartley Hamlin, a son.
________
Stone-cutters are feeling pretty blue at the ensuing year.
They are agitating the subject of a side
hard jobs which confront them these days.
walk at the Mills. The sidewalkers met at
An empty store looks lonesome. Mr. M.
MARRIAGES.
the residence of Mrs. Nathan Hawkes last
H. Kiff has “ gone into the west,” and the
evening, to devise ways and means for build
corner store is vacant.
In Union, Marcli 13th, by Rev. F. V. Norcross, M
ing the walks.
Of Rockland, would call everybody’s
John S. Butler, of Union, and Mrs. Augusta S. Pri
The policy of the recently elected town of
attention to the unprecedented induce
I understand that Mr. Shepard got a letter cott, of Camden.
ments they are offering in
ficers is still undefined, but we hope it will be from his brother in Dakota advising him not
vigorous in relation to stopping the sale of to sell Ills farm as lie might not like in 1>akoliquor.
D E A T H S .
ta: but it was too late. He had sold.
Mel. Ayers and Al. Crockett have gone out
Pound party to-night at Mr. Jesse Millers ; [Notices of Deaths arc inserted free, but obituary
notices, beyond the date, name and age, must be paid
West.
also a part}* at Mrs. 1. K. Metcalfs.
for at the rate of 5 cents a line. Poetry 6 cts.per line.]
At the meeting of the Union ( 'hurch Socie
I forgot to mention that Mr. I bra McCorty, Saturday evening, tin* following officers r.son had lost a horse.
In tins city, Marcli 14th, Dana R., son of Josiah and
Sarah Larrebee, aged 17 years 8 months.
were elected: Committee—lion. M. Web
President Garfield is a good cabinetmaker. In this city, Marcli 14th, Miss Charlotte Crouch, aged
i have taken the agency, and haviug
ster, E. I*. Walker, Gilman Webster. Clerk,
C. S. D.
In this city, Marcli lltli, Capt. Mark Perry, aged
Chas. Littlefield, Collectors—Rev. W. H.
G9 years, 1 mouth, 16 days.
M ovem ents o f Vessels.
He was the son of Lieut. Joseph Perry, who served
Littlefield, Joseph Lane. The committee
Schooner Richmond has l>een tide-nipped, but through the war of the Revolution, and died in South T H E I M P O R T E R S T O B A C K US
was given lull power in relation to repairs, after taking off deck load, got into the stream.
Thomaston, at the advanced age of 93. Capt. Perryearly chose a seafaring life and was for many years an
and it is understood that the church is to be Schooner Emma L. Gregory is loaded and cflicient ship master. When the war of 1861 broke out,
We will warrant them as follows
he was among the first to enlist in the 4tli Maine Reg
renovated in first class style.
ready for sea.
iment, and when ins term of service expired he re
This (Monday) evening, the Jubilee Sing Steamer Pioneer on Tuesday tried to get the enlisted and served to the close of the- war. He came
home with impaired health from which lie never reers give a concert in Union Church. No schooner Empress into the stream but Tailed.
doubt but that it will be a treat to those who The tides are now putting up and the vessels will ...... ........friends in their sad bereavement. He wa
a r ra n t th em not to c ra c k o r :
all have water enough.
break.
a great sufferer, but the close of his life was peaceful ;
attend.
Schooner Mary Brewer was found to be leaking and happy, and and we trust was prepared for that rest ; 3d, AYc w a rra n t th em n o t to w e ar sh in y :
; 4 th . W e w a rra n t th e w eight.
The schooner Metropolis lies at the wharf after leaving this port and was obliged to return, that remains for the children of God.
th o u g h no t lea st
Hurricane Isluud, Feb. 12th, Mabel Lawry, aged ; 5 th . L ast,
loaded with fish and rough stone, ready to set discharge part of her lime and’be taken out on the ISOn
___ _of th e Silks to b elo w -:
th e. price
months.
th an th e m any Silks in th e m a r- :
In St. George, Marcli 12tli, Mrs. Mary E. Wall, aged
sail.
Railway. The leak was found and the vessol
hot th a t are sold w ith o u t th e:
30 years, 5 months and 15 days.
above w a rra n ts.
It is whispered that the parsonage is to be launched Tuesday.
In Union, Feb. 22d, Deacon Henry Seiders, aged 82
Schooner Thomas IIix has been discharged years and 5 months.
visited by a donation party to-morrow night.
In St. George, Marcli lOtli, son of Benj. Seavcy, aged
Let’s see: isn't that the kind *of a party and will be taken on the Railway.
We are willing to compare
which sometimes sows two dozen pairs of BrigM . C. Haskell, Pease, was at Matanzas the
samples from New York, Bosto
9th, for North of Hatteras.
vhere. We defy competition.
slippers ?
Schooner Tennessee, Metcalf, arrived at New
M A R IN E JO U R N A L .
I hear that the concert netted J?4J.95 York the 10th from Yinalhaven.
Schooner Moses Webster, Rhoades, sailed from
and that they gave the Union S. S. about
P O R T O F £ O JK 2 iA N D .
Bull
River,
S.
C.,
the
5th,
for
Baltimore.
half. Well done, Jubilee !
Ship Alice Buck, Capt. James Herriman, of
Cii>.
A rriv e d .
Searsport, has just made the passage from Hong
C U S H IN G .
We also have a bargain in n
Ar 13th, sclis Mary Magee,
Kong to New York in 98 days. ^
’atterson,
do;
Louisa
Frances,
T own M eeting.—T he annual meeting for Ship John T. Berry, Jordan, sld from the Dela U S Rev steamer Dallas,
Hodgdon, do.
Ar 15th, sclis May Flower, Robinson, Milbridge;
the election of town officers, and for the ware Breakwater on the 10th. for San Francisco.
Maggie Marston, Bluckingtoii, Rockport.
B I ^ Y C I y
S I L K
transaction of other business, occurred at Schooners Caroline Knight, Dyer, and Teazer,
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EXTRAORDINAKY

Rev. F. W. Bakeman,
OF AUBUIIN, will deliver Ills Lecture on

“ Pride and Vanity,”
Thursday Evening, March 17 .j
T ic k e ts

25

C e n ts .

C h ild re n

FARWELL HALL BLOCK,
Commencing’ Thursday, March 17th.

SUM l.oo
Total,
The following are the expenditures:
For roads and bridges,
*720.87
“ support of schools,
821.88
“
“
“ poor,
“ incidental expenses
i.50
“ town officers fees,

Total,
$21:14.24
W e are unable to give the town's assets
and liabilities, but the town is known to be
out of debt and to have quite a sum in the
treasury.
The Scriptural injunction that when thy
neighbor hungers, give him bread, was ob
served by the people in the lower part ot the
town at a pounding given to .Mr. R. S. Dixon,
at the sehoolhouse, in District No. 5, one day
last week.
A very pleasant company assembled at the
parsonage last Saturday evening, without the
knowledge of the happy couple as to their
visit to its hospitable roof. Before leaving,
the gentlemen presented Mr. Smith a good
sum of money, which caused his countenance
to shine with jov: and the ladies, through
Mr. Samuel Payson, presented Mrs. Smith
a very* beautiful bed spread, that was pur
chased at the dry goods emporium of Mr.
E. B. Hastings, in your city. In presenting
it, Mr. Payson made one of those happy
speeches for which he is so particularly noted :
while Mr. Smith, on behalf of his wife replied
in a few pertinent remarks, enlivened with
some of Ins many humorous sayings. The
company departed in very good humor, after
wishing Mr. Smith ami his wife a pleasant
voyage down the river of time.
Mr. Dixon preached in the School-house in
District No. 5, last Sunday.
Mr. Smith contemplates building a hennery
this spring.
X aquet.
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R .
The Knox County Iron Clads held a con
vention at this place on the 8th and 9tli in
stants, which, considering the bad state of
the roads was well attended. President Sam
uel Thomas presided. The time was occu
pied in praise meetings, social meetings,
reports of delegates from different clubs,
and speaking by many of the delegates. A
large number of names was secured to the
Iron Clad pledge. The following resolutions
were, unanimously, adopted:
1st. Resolved, that the importance of the
temperance movement, is not lessened after
the lapse of so many years of diligent efforts
to save the victims of strong drink, and bless
their suffering families with comfort, peace
and a new life: and
2d. Resolved that past success only sen es
to encourage its friends to make more strenu
ous and persistent efforts to convince young
and old of both sexes that safety from the
evils and vices of internperanee is to be found
in total abstinence' from all forms of drink
that lead to intoxication : and
3rd. Resolved that the true principle of
existence invites all to gain perfect control of
each and even* habit and tendency of the na
ture, so as to avoid everything that is of no
real advantage or in any measure makes us
slaves to our appetities and passions: and
4tli. Resolved that we recognize the im
portance of, and pledge ourselves to supple
ment our talk on this subject of temperance,
with increased efforts to save the fallen, and
to reclaim those who have broken the pledge
and to break up the sale of intoxicants.
The sessions of the Convention were
tremely interesting throughout, and much
good was effected.

Littlejohn, arrived at Providence the 9th, from
Rockland for New Yojk.
Schooner Albert Jameson, sailed from New
York the 11th for Boston.
Schooners Mary Langdon and Allie Oakes, sld.
from New York the lltli for Rockland.
Schooner Ada F. Ames arrived at Savannah the
11th, from New York.
Schooner Annie Leo, Look, arrived at Tv bee the
11th, from Jacksonville lor New York.
Bark Jennie Darkness, Amesbury, was at Bom
bay tlio 10th ult., for Liverpool.
Bark Kate Harding, W atts, arrived at New
York the 13th, from Havre.
Schooner John S. Ingraham, arrived at Charles
ton the 13th, from New York.
Schooner Isaac Orbcton, Crockett, at Navassa
the 6th, would be ready to sail about the 10th for
Baltimore.
Brig Lucy W . Snow, Stone, arrived at Algoa
Bay Feb, 2d from Boston.
Ship Andrew Jackson, sailed from Liverpool the
12th, for Baltimore.
The cargo of the schooner Lorctto Fish, ashore
at Bridgeliampton, L I., lias been removed to the
hal f at Sag Harbor, to ship to Boston.
Schooners Charley Hanley, Arey, and Charlie
Willie, Reed, arrived at New York the 14th,
from Rockland.
Schooner Maggie Bell, Torrey, was at Edgarown the Pith, from New York for Rockland.
Schooner S. J. Lindsey, Kennedy, was in Sa
in the 13th, from Rockland for New York.
Schooner W. S. Farwell, Snow, arrived at Saattnali the Pith, from Norfolk.
Brig S. C. Packard, Jones, eld from Wilming
ton Hie 14th for Port an tierce.
The following have been received from H aviland
X P kf.ssi:v, Commission Merchants, New York.)
N ew Y ork , March 14, 1881.
The arrivals of Rockland vessels for the past
eek have been very light and are comprised in
the Frank Pearson, Cushman, from Norfolk, Va.,
on the 8th in s t.; 1). B. Everett, McLain, from do.
on the 9th; Sardinian, Holbrook, with lime, from
Rockland, on the 9th.
The following charters have been m ade:
Albert Jameson, Candogc, coal from Elizabethport to Bootlibay, at $1.65.
Frank Pearson, Cushman, coal from New York
to Rockland, a t S I.50.
Schooner Addie M. Bird, Bird, coal from Perth
Amboy to Boston, at $1.15.
Schooner 1). B. Everett, McLain, coal from Ho
boken to East boston, at $1.15.
Letters from Capt. Gray of schooner Trade
Wind, at Wood’s Hole, and Capt. Arey, o f schoon
er Abbie S. Em ery, at New Bedford, say they
shall leave for this poi*t the first chance.
Vessels coming here now will find a very dull
and low freight m arket, but we hope soon to
sec a change for the better, at any rate as soon as
the North and other rivers open, so as to create
more of a demand for small vessels. A steamer
forced her way yesterday through the ice as far as
Poukecpsic, so we hope soon to bearof cement and
sand freights for shipment.
We quote coal to Boston at $1.15; to Sound
ports, 85 to 90 cents; Iron to Sound ports, $1.10
to $1.20; to Boston, $1.50.
W o rk in g m e n .

Before you begin your heavy spring work after
a winterof relaxation, your system needs cleans
ing and strengtlining to' prevent an attack of Ague
Biliious or Spring Fever, or some other Spring
sickness, that will untit you for a season’s work.
You will save time, much sickness and great ex
pense if you will use one bottle of Hop Bitters in
your Siiiiily this month. Don’t wait.—Burling
ton Hawkeye.
An idle iron foundry casts a gloom over its
ncighl>orhood.

If pumpkins are fed to milch cows, the
seeds should not be allowed to be eaten.
They reduce the flow of milk through their
action on the kidneys.

Ar 16th, Commonwealth, Burding, Bristol; G E
Prescott, Guplill, Vinalhaven; Hume, Calderwood,
Salem; Pallas, French, Boston; Olive Avery, Bishop,
do; Granville, Clark, Xoith Haven; Edward Lauicyer,
Kendall, Boston* speedwell, Whitten, do; I) II In-

Unheard of PRICE OF 621-2 cts.

S a ile d .
Sid 12th, sclis Monticello, Melvin, New York; Her
ald, Fisk, do; G W Baldwin, Norris, do: American
Chief, Snow, do; Lizzie Guptill, Smith, Bostq^; Jus
Henry, Rhoades, New York.
Sld*13th, Billow, Haskell, do; Red Jacket, Ginn, N
Y; R C Thomas, Thorudik, do; Sinbad, Emery, New
port; Robert Low,---- , N Y ; G E Prescott, Gcpti'I,
Vinalhaven; A T Haynes, Luut, Bootlibay; John Gi
rard, Robinson, Boston.
Sld 14th. sell Oregon, Ilenshaw, New York; U S
Rev sterme*- Dallas, Hodgdon, cruising; steamer Alt
Desert, Robinson, Boston.
Sld 15th, sclis Freddie Walter, Harding, Norfolk,
Va; Mary Brewer, Tolman, N Y ; Atalahta, Richards,
Boston. *
Sld 16, seb May Flower, Robinson Millbridge.
Sld 17th, sells Louisa Francco, Thorndike, Portland;
Mary. Magee, N Y ; M Marston, Bluckington, Ports
mouth, Yu; K L Kennedy, Smith, Boston; C L Ilix

GREAT EVENT IN

We can show some very

Choice Private Patterns

tvho lias seen this silk pronounci

—IN—

E x tra S u p e rs a n d R o x b u ry

TAPESTRIES
AND THE PRICES ARE

MUCH LOWER
Than they pere a year ago.

tl

COOK’S

(E stablished
in 1848.)

TOURS.

Farwell Hall, to d a y , March 22.
B A I R D ’S

EXTRA S U P E R S ,

BLACK CASHMERES
*prepared to show our cue ners a larger line
:r trades in Black Cashmer than ever before.
„ . quote
___r ___
We don't
prices t ur tiilks or Cusliadvertiseraent it would be impossible
to convey an idea of the quality of them by a price.
\Yc would consider it a great favor if every lady
would examine these goods,

Straw Matting, Oil, Cloth,

DRESS GOODS.
We have just received a

ble shades of Plaids, Cordurettes, etc.

t Cards,
> Gilt edged turn down
j Cliromo, 12 designs,
.0?
r lot of n
lly,
) mixed, no 2 alike,
.11
I popular game of Authors,
.1; style BLACK DRESS GOODS. Very handsome
1verses for uutographs,
.01 aud desirable.
r) samples, no 2 alike,
.11
sent to one address for 39 cents. Agents w anted
ALWAYS ON HAND
J. G. MERUIMAX,
Gcorgeville, Province of Quebec, Canada.
A g re a t variety of T rim m ings, G irdles, aU
'. S. Postage stamps taken.
4wl5

lin e of colors. Also,

taries, Buttons, K

F U R T H E R FO R

A N E W

8

END MEN

Having just added many pieces of NEW
STYLES in Black Dress Goods, we feel

Billy IV
X
c
*AJlistov !
$5000.00 Challenge Quartette of

P E D E S T A L CLOG D ANCERS !
Executing all Verities oi Dancing on Marble Pedestals
five feet high and one square.
The “ Biggest of all Big Fours,” the

FOUR INVINGIBLES!
Song and Dauce

costs only

THE MOST FASTIDIOUS !
Buyers of the above named goods who purchase else
where before examining our large stock, do themselves
a great injustice.

The great Fountain Head of Fun,

Tickets. 5 0 Cents,

T

Much better than the finest Rio
grown, better indeed than
Java and Rio mixed,

KID GLOVES.
JOSEPHINE SEAMLESS KID GLOVES,

M ANDAUG
The Richest Coffee grown.

Splendid Quality,

t any hour of the day or night

expatitate fur-

FROM

Boston every THURSDAY, for Liverpool,

C O RSETS.

, /•* v

VTTT*Cf

Bargains in Lisle Thread

No. 294 Main Street, corner Winter, | g1.00lando $1.25.
v e Every
s . pair
« »warranted.
..a

m «

Summer Hose. A job lot of
Lisle Thread for $1.25, sold last year for $2.50.

TOWELS,

HANDKERCHIEFS,

Teas TEAS Teas

COTTONS, P R IN TS, Ac.—Remnants “Fruit of the
Loom ’’ Cotton, 36 inches, for 9 cents. Remnants 36inch unbleached Cotton, 5 cts. Remnants best prints
6
cents. A job lot of wide Cambrics, 8 cts., worth T-Ja*
We shall close the balance of our OOLONG TEAS
Job lots of Crash for 1, S uod 10 cents.
at the following prices,

2 5 ,30&35 PER LB.
If you wish to save money CALL NOW.

HAMPTON TEA GO.

6 FOR 25 CENTS.

C. F.

KITTREDGE, Agent.

$1.25 QUILT,

Send for their Catalogue and term®.

I C E !

DRY GOODS LINE,

DRESS GOODS.

HAVILAND & PRESSEY,

S H IP BR O K ER S

Physician &Surgeon,
-

-

M A IN E .

R H O D E S’
H

2 7 7 Main S treet,

H . C. L E V E N S A L E R , M . D . ,

ROCKLAND.

Devotes his attention to the PRACTICE of MEDI
CINE and SURGERY.
ET Residence and Office. Levensaler Block |Muin
treat.

Only 5 C ents.

One lot, a ll Linen, Dam
ask Towels
A B a r g a in a t 18 c e n t s .

3 BUTTON KIDS
20, 25 and 30 cts. per pail*
O p e ra a n d d a r k s h a d e s a n d
w o rth m o re th a n t w ic e th e
p ric e w e a s k fo r t h e m .

Samples sent by mail when ordered.

FU LLER & COBB

T H O M A ST O N , M A IN E ,

325 Main St., Rockland.

0 1 H U PEI B O H
is now on the first floor, and is
the best lighted Carpet Room
in the State; which gives cusj
tomers the benefit o f seeing just
the quality and colors they are
buying. Over 100 whole pieces
of

B A T T E R Y .
WILL CURE

No. 7, Coenties Slip, Cor. W ater S treet

NEW YORK CITY.

One lot Remnant P. K’s

ROCKLAND, ME.

DAMASK.—A Job lot of Turkey Red Damask,
(German), for 58 aud 75 cents. Worth 70 and 90 cents.

At,ENT FOR
R o c k la n d a n d T h o m a s to n L im e .

u

Only 6 Cents.

fk
A few more of
those 15 cent
__________ _______ __
Dris sFlannels
left. A good assortment of Dress Goods for 8,10
r *lot of* "Scotch
124 cents. ‘
v and’ American
4
* Ginghams.

URE clear Ice for all who may favorme with their
orders. My team will be again on the route as
soon as the season opens and customers can rely on
being served with prom ptness and re g u la rity ,
and a t satisfactory prices.
nilfio
F . J . DAVIS.
sy
j
•
We can show one of the
largest line* of Nottingham
* J U I L C l l l i i a . 1<acefl and Pattern Curtains that
has ever been shown in this city. A large Htock of
Lace Lambreqnins from 50 cents to $1.75. A good asjrtment of Hollands, Cretotaq &c., for full curtains.

C O M M IS S I O N M E R C H A N T S .

One case short length
BEST PRINTS,

MRS. GIOFRAY’S,

I iHrr.fl.lHS.

J. F. COWLES, M. D„

Delicate females find Malt Bitters nourishing,
C A M D EN
strengthing and purifying.

CHATELAINE BRAIDS,
LADIES' TOP PIECES,
SWITCHES,
WA V E S ,
CURLS,
PUFFS,
HAIR NETS,
DRAMATIC WIGS TO LET,

P

4°'

Only 8 C en ts.

Only 1 2 1-2 c e n ts .

ESTABLISHED 1849.

LOOK AT OUR

DON’T FAIL TO CALL CN

rw iC o icello ratL ai

H

OLD HAIR STORE.

y m3ii»

The usual prices are

40,50 anti GO cts. per lb.

M H E W m iC O

Two cases, very fine quality,
yard wide Bleached Cotton

A lla n L in e
Royal Mail S te a m e r s ,

via Londonderry, offering super accommodation to
Cabin Passengers, at moderate rates. Extra steamers
from GLASGOW. GALWAY and QUEENS
TOWN tor BOSTON direct. Kind treatment and
comfort for Steerage Passengers made a specialty.
Outward and Prepaid Tickets as low as by anv other
first-class Line. For Outward and Prepaid Tickets
opply to B. I. WEEKS, agent for Rockland, or to
Town Talk, All the Rage, Superb,’ Dr. Warner’s Bon LEVE & A LDEH, GENERAL PASSENGER AGENTS, 5 State St.,
Boston. 270 Broadway, New York.
R24w52
Ton, Success, Defiance, Fairy, A 1, Bridal, Ad
justable Hip, &c., all sizes and colors.

AND

The ladies say the power of the press depends
upon the strength of his anus.

FANCY RIO,
TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

THE

T. E. T I B B E T T S ,

GEORGE W. FRENGH,

Only 1 O Cents.
10 to 20 yds. in a piece an d would be a b a r
gain a t 12 1-2 cents.

NO. 1, JAYA,
THIRTY CENTS.

246, M AIN STREET.

Cloakings! Cloakings!

Perfect Fit

M. A U S T I N ,

Thomaston, Me.

‘STANDARD'0 . G. JAYA,
THIRTY-FIYE CENTS.

uOBB, WIGHT & CO.,
A New Lot in Light Shades, just received.

We would call attention of our customers to the

Of these Gloves, it is needless for it
tlier about them.

One c a s e fine qual

ity 4 2 Inch B le a c h e d
ARABIAN MOCHA,
THIRTY-FIYE CENTS. C ottons,

TEN CENTS.

C. H. E V A N S

.D E N T I S T .
Over the door of n divinity school in
Breslau, dating from the seventeenth cen ed without pain by Nitrous Oxide Gas. Great reduc
in the price of artificial teeth. Satisfaction guar
tury, is the image in relief of a young ass, tion
anteed.
with the quaint inscription: “ The Lord
C o r. M a in a n d W in t e r S ts .
hath need of him.”
Iy25rsx

A G EN TS A N D CANVA SSERS

COFFEES!

JUST RECEIVED THIS DAY.

A lso the

We have just received a large line of Towels that have
been selected with great care for aprons.
We have them in PLAIN and COLORED BORD
[s now at his office, No. 254 M ain St.f near Thorn ERS with Plain and Knotted Fringes.
dike Hotel. Prices to suit the times.
41

P h y s ic ia n a n d S u r g e o n ,

Men are like pins. One with a little head may
be just as sharp as one with a big head.
Soap bubbles and merchants who don’t advertise
*oon burst.

Amoy and Formosa Oolongs, Jap an ’s
English Breakfast,

Have just concluded a very
large purehace o f goods, enu
merated above, at a great sac
rifice from regular prices, and
the same will be sold at a small
advance from cost.

NO. 2, RIO,
FIFTEEN CENTS.

ROCKLAND, M E.

E. L. ESTABR00K, M. I).,

The experience of many men proves that a
courtship is easily wrecked.

F. TR1FET, 23School St., Boston, Mass.

NO. 1 RIO,
TWENTY CENTS.

S P E C IA L N O TIC ES

A .

cents, stamps or money, which will be refunded i
return of the samples. Catalogue and twelve sampl
for two 3-cent stamps.

Elegant Sliades and

With Reserved Scats. Seats on sale at Spear & May’s
Saturday, March 19th.
Grand Parade Concert at 12 and 7, with Majo;
Thomas, in his marvellous musket manoeuvres.
I. W. BAIRD..................................... Proprietor.
CHAS. E. COOK.................... Business Manager.
lwlG

D E N T I S T R Y

FOR

Collectors, Printers and Advertisers.

Fine Flannel Suitings, “ PLANTATION RIO,”

2 5 c e n ts per Pound.

for which we have taken the agency. As everyone
knows the

RIPLEY AND ltEEDE !

LO T.

<V NEW LOT OF

2 5
8

FANGY CAROS

10 to 20 yds. each piece an d w ould be a b a r
g ain a t 10 cents.

-A L L T H E -

A J R T T S T S

-------AND-------

shades and styles. A larg e assortm ent

.B lackDress Goods
Old Favorites and Rising Light!

TABLINGS

25 , 40 , 50 , 60,75 & S O .

Spring Dress Goods, in the desira

Famous New Orleans

T h e W o rld ’s C re a te s t

Fruit Trees and Other Nursery Stock

NAPKINS,

Samples of 55 series, with prices per set, 100 ai

o f Fringes, in B lack, and a good

S E E K IN G

A G E N T-TSO SEWL LAN
TED
-

TOWELS,

1,000 plain and printed, sent to any address for (

Supers, Cotton Chain, Hemp,

NE PLUS ULTRA OF LUXURY, COMFORT AND ECONOMY

Eive G rand Excursion P arties to Europe,
giving chi *iee of dale* and routes, April *271li, J line 11ill
mid July; 2d, IsSl. Prices varying from £350 to
£000. T ravel and H otels F irst-C lass, all
necessary expenses included. Also special Excursion
in Augii't for M ethodists, London and return,
£115 and £1 ‘25. P am phlets, with Map containing
full particulars sent free by mail on request. Tour
ists Tickets for Independent Travelers issued by ail
routes. Addri
Ire.-- THOS. COOKIi SON. 261, GROADWAYJN. Y.
ItAT I ONI, Manager. P. O. Box 4197.
C. A. BAIL

Men’s Late Styles Cloth Caps worth 75 eta., for
Men’s Beaver Gauntlets, worth $10,00, for
5.0
Men’s Nutra
“
“
3.50, for
2.2
Men’s Buck Gloves, wortli $1.00, for 50 cts.
Men’s Buck Gloves, worth 75cts., for 38 cts.
Men’s Buck Mittens, worth $1.00, for 50 cts.
Also many other goods very cheap.
T. A. WENTWORTH,
243 Main St., Rockland, Maine.
March 3,1881.
14

GINGHAMS,

C A R P E T IN G S !

IMPORTANT NOTICE! Brussels, Tapestries,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

COTTONS,
PRINTS,

and $2.75, for $2 00.
Misses’ fine D. S. Kid Button Boots,
for $1.75.
Misses’ fine D. S. Goat Button Boots,
for $1.75.
Men’s late style Cloth Caps, worth $1.00 and 1.25

I n th e N ew E n g la n d S ta te s .

STRASBURG CLOCK

The right to d eliv er certificates o f stock o f
the P h ila d elp h ia, W ilm ington and B altim o re
R ailroad,[at th e U nion Safe D eposit V aults, 40
S tate Street, B oston, for sale to th e P ennsyl
vania R ailro ad , a t seventy-eight d o llars a
share, paysil.le J u ly 1, to g eth er w ith a d iv i
dend of tw o dollars, expires on th e la s t day of
eh.
HENRY P. K ID D E R ,
CHARLES U. COTTON,
H EN R Y L. HIGGINSON,
C HAR LES P . B O W D ITLU ,
W M . M INOT, J r.,
Com m ittee.

PRICES REDUCED !

The best of testimonials required. Good wages
steady employment given to successful men.
■ ., address, stating age, previous occupation

Grand procession of the Apostles, and descriptive
Lecture every 15 minutes.
D on’t fail to see one of th e Seven W on-

“ S E E IN G IS B E L IE V IN G .

M IN S T R E L S Y !

D E N T IS T .
W h a t T h e y L e a d to .
Kidney troubles and liver troubles, unless check OFFICE OVER T. A. WEN! WURTH’S STORE,
B E R R Y
B L O C K .
ed in time by Dr. David Kennedy’s “ Favorite
Dentistry in all its brandies promptly attended to
Remedy,” will end in constipation, piles, rheuma
tism mid gravel. The latter are ailments of a at REASONABLE PRICES.
49** Teeth extracted without pain, by the use
very serious character. “ Favorite Remedy ” acts Nitrous
Oxide Gas.
upon the disordered kidneys and liver with quick
Rockland Jan. 1, 1879.
ness and certainty. It is Nature’s own device for
this purpose. Ask for it when you are next in the
store, or write to the Doctor at Itoundout, N Y.
3wl6
Hundreds of testimonials from residents of our
own State of Maine show that T w itc lie ll,
C lia in p lin & Co’s N e u ra lg ic A n o d y n e is a
sure cure for all diseases of a neuralgic nature,
chilblains, etc.; and also for sore throats, tooth
ache, colic, cramps, diarrhoea, cuts and sprains.
It is invaluable, and never fails to do all that is
claimed for it. It is the best and cheapest lini
ment known, and is sold by all medicine dealers
and country stores in large bottles at 25 cents.
lvlO

(nut of the above lot,) that we arc selling for the

CARPETINGS
And the Patterns are the Choicest I
ever brought out by the manu
facturers.

IO C E N T S .

Tlie only and original Model of the Famous

; j _ _ •- -U ;

JOHN E. DeWITT, President.

N order to make room for Spring Goods, I shall
for a few days sell
Women’s fine D. S. Goat Button Boots, worth $3.50
_for $2.50.
i fine S. D. Goat Button Boots,
“

Open irura 10 A. M. to 9 T. M.

A D M IS S IO N

— ATTENTION—

December 3 1 ,1 8 7 7 ..$ 7 7 ,2 6 9 53
“
“
1878..154,478 27
“
“
1 8 7 9 .2 5 0 ,9 5 0 73
“
“
1880..306,213 77

Ever shown by them at this season of the year,

U nder F arw ell H a ll, R ockland,

PROMPT BUYERS

SURPLUS, MAINE AND MASSACHUSE ITS STANDARD.

Have in stock the largest line of

15

C e n t s . For sale at O. S. Andrews’ bookstore.
Lecture at 8 o’clock. This Lecture is said to be un
surpassed.
lwl5
I

French Black S ilk s !

the Town Hall, last Monday. Part? politics
were lain aside, and everything passed oil’in
a very pleasant manner. The officers chos
en are men of experience and ability, and we
can rest assurre.l, that they will discharge
their tasks in a satisfactory manner. The fol
lowing are the officers chosen : Moderator—
Elijah Norton: Clerk—Charles A. Fogert
Assessors—Seldon 1). Hunt, Oliver P. Dav
Wm. B. Bradford: Selectmen—Charles A.
Fogerty, Joshua Rivers, Elijah Norton: S.
S. Committee—A. R. Rivers; Treasurer—
Win. B. Bradford: Constables—Win. B.
Bradford, Joshua Daggett: Collector of
Taxes—Win. B. Bradford : Sealer of Weights
and Measures—Wm. B. Bradford; Over
seers of the Poor and Road ( 'ominissioners—
Selectmen: Pound Keeper—Joshua Rivers;
Surveyors of Wood and Bark—Fred L. Ma
loney, A. S. Fales, A. 1L Rivers; Surveyor
of Lumber—Charles A. Fogerty; Culler of
Hoops and Staves—Joshua Rivers; Field
Drivers—Win. 11. Hvler, Oliver I'. Davis,
Charles A. Fogerty: Fence Viewers—As
sessors.
The following appropriations were made :
For roads and bridges,
$700.00
“ support of schools,
(>-11.00
“
“
“ poor,
JoO.OO
** town expenses,
250.00

&

—AT T H E F IR S T B A P T IS T C H U R C H ,

Union Mutual
Life Insurance Co.,
of Maine.

R H E U M A T IS M !
N E U R A L C IA !
D Y S P E P S IA !

And all N ervous and B rain Diseases an d P a 
ralysis. No other like it!
Sent by mail everywhere!
Sm all Size, £1.00. Double Size, £3.00
Address all communications to
W . H . BROWN, M anager.
96 Trem ont S treet,
Boston, Mass.
A&ENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Carpeting's
received within three weeks.
Prices the very lowest. Car
pets made and laid at two days
notice.

MENTION THIS PAPER.

For sale by J . H. Wiggin, Wm. Kittredge, Edward
Merrill, E. H. Pendleton, L. M. Robbins.
ftS-If not satisfactory after fair trial, will refttnd
the money.

GILT EDGE Visiting Cards, in a noa
case, printed and sold at this office.

Rockland, March, 3, 1881.
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John C. Haynes & Co.,

iU e

R a ilro a d s A' Steam boats

R u p tu r e

33 COUBT STREET, BOSTON.

Q u e s t io n s , su g g e stio n s, in fo rm atio n , rec o rd s o f
periencc, notes o r articles o n an y d e p a rtm e n t o f flo ri
c u ltu re , are c o rd ia lly in v lte d /r o m all c u ltiv a to rs and

Musicul Boies in Great Variety.
Brass Btiuii Instrum ents.
Violins.
THE GARDEN, IN-DOORS AND
American Guitars W arranted.
OUT.
Imported Guitars.
M b . V ick 'W ill vou please answer the follow
Banjos from S I .00 upwards.
ing:
1. What is the proper treatment for a Lemon Violin, Violoncello,
Double Bass,
tree growing in the house ?
Banjo, Zither and Harp Strings
2. What is the liest tvay of raising Ccleriae
3. Will a Caladiitm do as well set in the same
and Trimmings.
Accord eons and Concertinas of all
tilizers for tiower gardens ?
a. Are the eoimucreial fertilizers good for On
descriptions. American and For
ions and Cabbage:
eign Sheet Music, Music Books,
ti. What is tlie tausc o f Onion rust, and what
will prevent it r—A SrnscRlRKlt.
&c-, & c .. Wholesale and Retail.

W esley P h illip 's Case.
Dr. J . A. BUKHMAN—Dear air: 1 am'happy to
inform you that I am entirely cured of my large scro
tal rupture. It is one year ago to-day that 1 received
your treatment. I have tested the cure by going with
out the appliance. My.business is that of a locomotive
engineer. My rupture, ns you will recall to your mind
was similar to Mr. .Iordan's, in your pamphlet of illus
trations.
I was ruptured in the year ISOS, while in the army.
I have tried spring and elastic trusses with great dis
comfort and injury, my rupture always growing
worse. Finding I must get seme relief or give up my
business, I determined to try you as u last resort, ana
1 must say that I found your treatment a complete
success. My improvement and cure have, considering
my terrible condition, surprised my friends asjwell as
myself. During your treatment I have worked hard
in my business, enjoying both safety and comfort,
ami have not lost a day’s work. My general health has
also improved. 1 will take pleasure in recommend
ing the aftlicted to you whenever I have an opportunity.
You may publish this letter for the benefit of humanity.
address Iw111 Ea-t Dth-st, With best wishes I re
This establishment is one of the branch stores of My
main vours respectfully,
WESLEY PHILLIPS,
Olivf.b Ditson & Co., und possesses unequalled ad New Vork City, Oct. 25,1850.
vantages for the importation of instruments from tin
beat manufacturers in Europe.
Ply-19

I t s R elief am i Cur
Since tho reduction of Dr. Sherman’s terms tlious
ids are crowding upon him for treatment, gladl;
ly their griping, irksome, dispiriting
life-punishing trusse
Ilis treatment for this ufiliction makes the pat!
:omfortnb!e and safe in The
performance of ry kind of exercise or labor. It is a
grand thing, and thus,
provide themselves wi
that preearious utllic
through life. Thou
most llattering testim ial of gratitude
MAN. lie is the author ami
system. He imparts his seci
cable to all c!n*ses and canes,
ite, within the reach of aim
Patients can receive trentn
mu day. Dr. SHERMAN
mvincing proofs from pri
hers of hissuccessful t
of hud t
to those who
Hroadwav. N. Y. Hi
ion. Days in New Y
lay. In Boston—We

LIEBIG C O ’S

K n o x & L in c o ln R a ilro a d .

COCA BEEF TONIC/

J a n u a r y 1st. 1 8 8 1 .

Highest Medals. Indorsed and Prescribed by
Medical Men o f all Schools.

P ro fe sso r D u n c an C am p" b e ll. 3 1 .i h ., L l t . l ) . , President Royal
College o f Physicians and Surgeons, otc., etc.,
says: “ Ith a s m o ro than realized m y expec
tations.”
P r o f e s s o r •¥. 3 1 . f ' a r n o e h a n ,
3 1 .D . , Professor o f Surgery jVein York Medi
cal College, say s: “ My patients derive marked
and decided benefit from it.”
P r o f e s s o r I I .’ G o u l l o n ,
3 f . D . , P hysician to the Grand Duke o f
Saxony: Knight o f the Holy Cniss, etc., says:
“ I t gives m ore tone than anytning I have ever
prescribed.”
S i r R o b e r t f h r i s t i s o n , 3 1 .D . ,
Sj 9 z. ifc., I ’.I C .S ., Physician to her Majesty
the Queen.; President Royal British Associa
tion, etc., e tc .,sa y s : “ Tho properties of tho
Coca are tho m ost remarkable of any known to
tho m edical w orld. From repeated personal
trials I am convinced that its uso is highly
beneficial and tonic.”
Valuable in m alaria; a g u e ; m alarial debility;
dum b ag u e ; low fever; m arasm us; paralytic;
spinal an d nervous affections; female weak
nesses; bilious and liver affections;- weak
th ro ats; palpitation and other affections of tho
h ea rt; epilepsy o r falling sickness; weakness
of tho voice of actors, singers, public speakers
and clergym en; colic; flatulency; seasickness;
falling ou t of tho h a ir; asthm a; shortness of
breath; wasting diseases; etc., etc. I t is grate
fully refreshing and restorative after prolonged
mental and physical strain. I t is pleasant and
agreeable, and is readily retained by tho m ost
delicate stomach. D r. McBean (British Medi
cal Journal) found it of g re at service in con
sum ption. B anin von Hum boldt says he
lias never known a case of consum ption or
asthm a am ong those accustom ed to its use,
and that they live to a great nge, retainingtheir
m ental and physical faculties to the hist
(Cosmos).
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

1. The IatntoD. like the Orange, will
submit to quite a variety of conditions, and
to a certain extent adapt itself to them
and thrive. The soil should be strong and
rich; the plant exposed as fully as possible
to llie light; in the early part of winter
temperature of 45 deg. to 55 deg. is suffi
cient. and then care should be used not to The follow ing is th e sw orn s ta te m e n t to th e
water too freely or the soil will become sod In su ran ce C om m issioner of M assachusetts of
den; in spring and summer, when growth he flnuuclal condition of the.
is more active and tho evaporation of the
leave? is far greater, it should be supplied
more freely with water. At all times the
leaves should be kept free from dust by fre
quent syringing, sprinkling or spraying LIFE INSURANCECOMPANY
the foliage; and a constant watch must be of B oston, on th e 31st o f D ecem ber, 1880.
kept for mealy-bug and scalejinsects. and
ASSETS.
these depredators destroyed when discov
t market value......... $10,101,704 25 !
............................... 2,140,725 CO i
ered. Ventilation shouid frequently be
J,312,726
Real
Estate.............................................
given when the weather is favorable.
j policies wo
Premium Notes secured by
worth
1.2S9.231 64 !
The seed of Celeriac should lte sown double the amount loaned..............
Amount ol deferred quarterly premiums
early in spring, tinder glass or in a warm, Outstanding
Piemiums upon policies
sheltered spot in the garden, and the seed upon which a valuation has been made
lings afterwards transplanted, like Celery and reserved........................................
Accrued
Interest
and R en ts..................
plants, into a rich bed, where they will be Cash in Banks........................................
come strong Itefore their final removal Loans on Collateral................................
When the plants are four or five inches
high, they may be taken up, and the little
L IA B IL IT IE S .
* de shoots, or suckers, and the lateral fi Reserve at 4 per cent. In
with the etatIters on the roots removed, and then be set ' compliance
utes of Massachusetts...$13,071,959 52
in rows in rich, mellow soil. The plant? Distributions
unpaid........
162,923 30
P r i c e O n e D o l l a r P e r B o t t le .
92,409 in)
should be set not deeper than they previ Death losses unpaid.........
Matured Endowments unpaid 25,627 i
PREPARED ONLY BY - f t
ously stood.
-$13,352,918 88
The Liebig Laboratory &. Chemical Works Co.,
Xo parlicularjcare is required in the culti
................$2,588,960 52
ration; in case of drouth, water should lie
NKW YORK, PARIS, AND LONDON.
__
lilterally supplied. When the bulbs are
pretty well grown the soil should be drawn 37 th A nnual R eport i r re ad y for d istrilm up over them to blanch them and render tion. F ree to any ad d n
the llcsh crisp and tender. They can be
CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R’Y
used in the fall as wanted, and, in winter,
Is T h e C re a t C o n n e c tin g Link b etw e en th e E a s t a n d th e W est !
BKNJ. F. STEVENS, Prt
may be stored away in the cellar, packed JOSEPH M. GIBBENS,
Its main lipe runs from Chicago to Council Sleeping Cars tor sleeping purposes, and Pahi
Secretary.
Bluffs,
passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle. Dining Cars for eating purposes only. One other
in sand.
March 11, 1880.
Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island. Davenport. West great feature of our Palace Cars is a SMOKING
ALOON where you am enjoy your "Havana”
APOTHECARIES.
Liberty, Iowa City. Marengo.Brooklyii.Grlnnell.
3. We have known Caladium esculenall hours of the day.
Des
Moines
(the capital of Iowa). Stuart, Atlan
tum to thrive well in the same place for sev ^ ^ n n ^
Magnificent Iron Bridgessnai
o sss^ o n s s s s s ^
ni
tic. ami Avoca: with branches from Bureau
' Missouri rivers at ail1 points
point crossed by this
Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junction to Musca aud____
eral years. The soil should be mellow and
isfers
are
avoided
at
Council
Bluffs,
tine. Washington. Fairfield Eldon. Belknap, line, andt
____ fit;
..... Leavenworth and Atchisou, con
rich, and then, if the plant is supplied
Centrevllle, Princeton. Trenton. Gallatin. Came Kansas
being made in Union Depots.
ron. Leavenworth. Atchison, and Kansas City; nections
abundantly with water when the hot weath I M c L O O N , Artist.
Y l E R R IL L , EDW ARD, Wholesale .•
T he p rin c ip a l R. R. connections o f
Washington toSigpurney, Oskaloosa. and hnox3 1 . Druggist, Cor. Main and Lime Rock S
rille; Keokuk to Farmington. Bonaparte, Ben- th is g re a t T h ro u g h L ine a re a« follow s:
er comes, there is little fear that it will not i:j Respectfully call the attention of the public t
hicago, with
At C
CHICAGO.
W all*diverging
*j
r lines for tho
onsport, Independent, Eldon. Ottumwa. Kddjrespond to the attention it receives.
last and South.
gj tiie fact that it is the last chance to procure
, iile. Oskaloosa. Pella, Monroe, and Des Moines; East
At Englewood, with the L.S. A M.S., and P..
Mt. Zion to Keosauqua; Newton to Monroe; Des
1 and 5. We have used some commer
Ft.
W.
&
C.
R.
Kds.
Moines to Indianolaaml Wlnterset; Atlantic to
BOOTS & SHOES.
At Washington Heights, with P., C. &sr.
Griswold and Audubon; and Avoca to Harlan
cial fertilizers with good advantage, both | LARGE PHOTOGRAPHS,
and Carson. This is positively the only Rail L. R. R.
for flowers and vegetables.
road. which owns, and operates a through line
from Chicago into the State of Kansas.
C. Onion rust is a minute fungus that
Through Express Passenger Trains, with Pull
jjj I shall continue in the business this winter, and
man PalaceCars attached, are run each way daily
deveiops and spreads on young Onion H
those wanting large pictures will do well to call,
between Chicago and P eoria. Kansas Citv.
plants. It is known scientifically as Per- III and I will give them E xtra Work at Satis At Davenport , with the Davenport Division
Council Bluffs. Lkavhn worth and.ATCiiisov
Through cars are also run between Milwau C. M. &SL P. R. R.
1
5
j
factory
P
rices
.
onospora Schleidenianum of D f. B a b y , or
kee and Kansas City, via the - Milwaukee and
g rap h s m ade from life. Also
P. destruetorjof BF.ttKEt.EY, and is a neigh |:|w a llo *kinPdhoto
Rock
Island
Short
Line.”
s of pictures copied, m aking them
The “ Great Rock Island” is magnificently
boring species of the same genus of fungi Sj any re q u ired size.
PI
equipped. Its road bed is simply perfect, and its
CLOTHING.
track is laid with steel rails.
as that which causes the Potato rot, which j
At COLUMBC3 J unction,with B.C.R. AN.R.R.
DIRECT SOLAR PRINTING FOR THE TRADE.
j
What will please you most will he the pleasure
is P. infestans, and the one that mildews ill Artists wishing Photographs on P ap er or |j,
of enjoying your meals, while passing
s
and
Iowa,
in
o
beautiful
prairies
of
Illinois
our Grape vines, which is P. viticola. Oth $ Canvas will be furnished with good work at [J|
>ds. 215 Main stret
At Kf.okuk, with Tol., Peo. & Wa
Louis A* Pat*., and St. L., Keo. & N.
er species invest Pea vines and Turnips, jjj trade prices.
At Cameron, with H. St. J. R. R.
cal. a
Lettuce and other plants.
| SOLAR ROOMS, 349 M ain St., R ockland jj|
CROCKERY.
The Onion rust, when seen under a high
j
It. ltd:
magnifying power, presents an appearance
N O T I C E .
At
Kansas C
...AANSA.
_itv, with all lines for tho West
A chance seldom offered.' Any young man with jjj
of branching threads, as in the illustration
id Southwest.
nounce
that
this
Company
runs
Pullman
Palace
W
taste for the art that would like to learn the whole i:j
here given. The threads, which are grey business,
PULLM AN PA LAC_______ — _
Solar work and all kinds of finish, will [•!
COUNCIL B LUFFS. KANSAS CITY, ATCHISO
ish. form large patches or blotches on the
call for information.
|:|
T ickets r ’
”
jg
f *“
*
a ll T icket A iicu » ..» m o
>’*».*»-—*-*.»
,
.,
leaves and sometimes coverthem and event
CONFECTIONERY MANF’SF o r info rm a tio n not o b tain ab le a t y o u r hom e office, address
M c L O O N , A r tis t.
ually stop the growth of the plants entire
II. It. C A B L E ,
ly, and |cause their decay. The root-like
fibers, or mycelium, of this fungus pass
through the cuticle of the leaf and run
N E W A D V E K T IS E M F .X T S
The lPurest and Best Medicine e r Made.
thiough the intercellularspacesand through
FURNITURE.
Acol______ i of __
>_f ____
Hops,
B uchu. M anthe cells. The threads are borne on the
O R C A N S , l.-> Stops I
d ra k le a m i Dandelion,withuiii
Set Reeds, only 8(1.1. Ad
mycelium, and are thrown upas it spreads;
ira tivc properties of all otuer imiera,
dress DANIEL F. BEATTY, WASHthe greatest Blood P urifier, Liver
it is, therefore, a minute creeping plant
R ee U|% a to r, and Life and Health Restoring
within the tissues of the plant on which it
AgeSt o n V ^ * * " " Carlhlives, sending up innumerable erect stems
an i>ossibly long exist whore nop
GROCERIES.
Bitters are uB%e<l,sovaried aud perfect ore their
above the surface, each of which present a
operatic
treelike appearance. The ends of the little
They give newliVo andvigorto the agedand indra.
branches of the threads bear oval bodies on
To all whose e WnPlo>'mi-'nts 0:1050 irregular!*
1heir tips; these are spores capable of re
lyofthebowel3o r \ urinary organs
quire au Appetizer^
producing the plant. But the fungus is
1ST"
Hop Bitters are invuF
A
rc
now
erectin
g
a
P
erm
an
e
n
t
E
x
h
ib
itio
n
not dependent alone upon this mode of re
Icating.
B uilding, the
No matter what your feelings or symptor
production, ns it multiplies by any part of
are what the disease or ailwmm® is use Hop Bit
HARDWARE,
its mycelium in the same manner as Mush
ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
ters. Don’t wait until you
sack but if you
room spawn.
only feel bad or miserable,'"......
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
It may save yourlife.lt hasl* a v «d hundreds.
AT
BOSTON,
The work of Cooke & Berkcly on Fungi,
THE CURE OF
3500 will be paid fora calse they will not
one of the International Scientific Series,
cure or help. Do not suffer %°rIet your friends
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, CO.NiAIMNG OVKR \ ACRES OF FLOUR SPACE.
suffer,Put use and urge them % ^ usc‘ Hop B
says: “ In the species of Peronospora that
ltemember, Hop Bitters is
drugged
W
inhabit perennial plants, or annual plants
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
B lank form for APPLICATION to E X H IB IT
drunken nostrum, but the Purest
that last through the winter, the mycelium
Medieine ever made; the “LVVALlDS^k. FRIEND
j at the F irst A nnual E x h ib itio n in th e F all
Influenza, Asthma,
aud HOPE” and no person Or family
hidden in. the tissues of the foster-plant lasts
should be without them.
o f 1881 can now be had by addressing
IRON AND STEEL.
Whooping Cough,
with it. In the spring it recommences
D.I.C.is an absolute and irresistible
furDrunkenness, use of oniu
vegetation, and emits its branches into the
Croup, and
THE ,\i:iv EXGLAM) MAMDPACTUREHS AND
narcotics. All sold by druggists. Scad l
iage Goods, Ship Chandlery
for Circular.
Hop Bitter* Hfp. Uo.,
newly-formed organs of its host, there to
E v e r y a ffe c tio n o f th o
Kochester.N.Y ami T
‘
fructify.’’ As the mycelium of the Potato
MECHANICS INSTITUTE,
fungus ramifies through all parts of the
plant and enters the tubers and thus is
C - G-. M G F F I T T ,
in clu d in g :
SMALL WARES.
propagated the following year, so this
fungus sends its root-fibers through the
C O N S U M P T IO N .
FIRE & LIFE INSURANCE
YDE, W . MM Small War , Fancy Goods and
leaves and into the bulb of the Onion. Here
Millinery.
239 Main stret
43* Losses adjusted a . this office, Sr
A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
it may remain undeveloped until planted
2 7 3 U n io n B lo c k ,
: R o c k la n d , M e . j
" It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
out the next spring, and then, when the con
12
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but
ditions are right, it springs into growth.
TAILORS.
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
Seasons of great heat and humidity are es
thus removing the cause of complaint."
pecially favorable for its development and
C KERM AN, B ., Merchant Tailor. Cutting I
J
O
H
N
L
O
V
E
J
O
Y
,
DO
NOT
BE
DECEIVED
by
articles
bear
order.
Shirt
Patterns Cut. 302 Main street.
rapid spread. We have never heard of its
ing similar names. Be sure you get
(Successor to J . G. Lovejoy,)
prevalence to any great extent in this coun
DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
try.
with the signature of “ I. BUTTS " on the wrapper.
No remedy has ever been found to check
CO Cents and SI.OO a Bottle.
the ravages of this fungus when it has once
I
Berry Block, (Lime Rock Bank Stairway,)
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Bosfound a lodgement upon a plant. To pre
toe. Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally,
M A IN S T - ,
ROCKLAND.
vent its spread, all affected plants, as soon
Rlyeow39
as |>erceived, should be pulled and burned.
POSITIVELY CURED
Plants from seed, and at a distance from
BY
H. N. KEENE,
others of the kind, will be less liable to ntDEALERiN
taek than those raised from sets. All plants
of the Onion tribe are liable to be affected,
B
O
O
T
S
,
S
H
OES, RUBBERS,
Iyeoks, Garlic, and even those kinds that are
Moccasins, Sole Leather, Wax Leather, French
and American Calfskins, .Machine Belting,
IN S ID E R O U T E .
sometimes cultivated in the flower garden
Linings and Shoe Findings,
for the beauty of their bloom.— Vick's Maq- $ 2 . 0 0 to New York.
azinc.
{ Rockland, Mf.
Reasons W h y th ey are P referred to A ll
Tickets good only fo r tra in and connecting
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NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL]

BEATTY’S

NEW ENGLAND

Nanofaclnrers & lechanics Institute

LARGEST IN THE UNITED STATES

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST, 5 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

Back
Ache

A Large, Castor Bean.

STONNING-TON LINE

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters.

b o at as specified on th e ir face.
Express train leaves Boston and Providence Rail-

O ther P orous P la s te rs o r E x te r n a l
R em edies:

Washington Si., cor. State, and at Boston and
This plant was raised from a seed "of 214
Providence R. R. Station.
Ricinus Borboniensis planted about the
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Boston.
10
middle of May in the open ground, and the A. A. FOI.SOM, Supt. B. an«l P. R. R.
measurements were taken in the latter part
of September, giving a Itout four and onehalf months growth. The height of the
stem was twelve and one-half feel, the to
tal diameter of the plant was ten and onehalf feet, the circumference of main stem
Est 'd
D IET ET IC
'1855
nine inches, [and the diameter of the larg
est leaf was thirty-eight inches. There
were in all twenty branchesand one hund
T H E B E S T IN USE.
red and thirty-three leaves—C. C. C.,— Van
Huron Pa.
SOLD B Y A L L & R O C E R S ,

PYLE’S

rS A L E R K \ X &

IN

POUND

P A P E R S ONLY.

Floral Notes.

H

A

Fire and Life Insurance

Jan. 1, 1681.

E. H. COCHRAN.

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE,
—AND—

Because they are a genuine pharmaceutical prep
aration, and so recognized by the profession.
T h ird .

C A P IT A L R E P R E S E N T E D O V K R

Losses A djusted a n d P aid a t th is Office.
249 M A IN ST R E E T ,
ROCKLAND.
Rockland, Oct. 14, 1880.
28

F ifth .

T R U E P. P I E R C E ,

Because over 5000 physicians and druggists have
voluntarily testified that they are superior to all
other plasters or medicines for external use,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law

S ix th .

nurccTDED. ^ ^
graves: patent
Plants that succeed well in the shade—
begonias, camellias, ferns, also German
(ftp
and English ivies.
It is a very carious fact that the English
plants sent out to Australia always kill out
the native plants of the same character.
SALE BY
^
The true ivy is such a thing* of beanty,
nnd such a “ joy forever,” that even in the
British Islands, where it is seen on every N. A . & S. H . B U R P E E ,
hedge bank and on every exposed wall, it
R o c k la n d , M e .
u
does not tire the eye, but is taken indoors
as a room decoration.
Australian roses resemble those of Europe
in color only, and are among the few an
tipodal flowers having any odor. Their
perfume is very pleasant,(if not inhaled too
closely or profusely; in the latter case they L IV E R Y A N D B O A R D IN G
have a “ foxy ” smell.
STABLE,
Nothing is better or cheaper in protect
ing plants from frost than newspapers. A At the Old Stand, Lime Rock St.
plant wrapped in three or four thicknesses
o f paper may lte kept in a room with the Single or Double Teams furnished at the shortest
t-mperaturc down to 20 degrees above zero notice and on the most reasonable terms.
all night, and not Ite injured.
Oxalis, begonias and other bulbous root Boarding and Transient Feed
ed plants, while at rest must lie kept in a
ing a Specialty.
warm, dry place, in the soil they grow in,
•a d not watered until growth commences,
of a first-clas s stable, with careful and attentive
•when they should be (totted in fresh soil, ite
hostlers, I solicit the public patronage, with confidence
and as soon as vigorous growth begins.
that I can give mycu storaers satisfaction.
ALBERT BERRY.
The leaves of southronwood. like those Rockland, Jan. 1,1881.
C
o f all other plants having highly-scented
leaves, will lte .found, if held up to the
light, ut be full of transparent dots. These
are the cells containing the fragrant oil
$65
which gives out the perfume. By braising
_____ _
to
$ 1 5 0Dpcrmonth.
pennon Steady
the leaves these become broken and the
. _
_r particulars address
scent stronger.—Floral Monthly.
. McCURDY 5i CO., P h ila d elp h ia, P a .

§

:

S E A B U R Y & JO H N SO N ,

___

SIJUL- lti: ,ll l»v AT I,AST. PriceSScK
A MEAD'S
Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.

NnimuffltHrvucHE.
Rheumatism.Coins
SoHETiraDAr.CDua
Champs, DysEKTEra;

DlAaEHIEfi,5EASlC»

R O C K L A N D , - M A IN E .
J . C. W H IT E , P r o p r ie to r .
K7 Berry.Brother s’ Livery Stablcis connected with

T H E R E L IS H O F T H E W O R L D !

H IL F O R D
S O L D BY A L L G R O C E R S .
MORE THAN 100 STYLES OF THE

M ASO N & H A M L IN
O
RSA N S
are now regularly made, from

bttlb

109 (shown in tne cut), the latest
”
size, popularly known
andJ smallest
si
as the BABY( C____
ORGAN,..at only • « ,
to a large CONCERT
______at
ONCERT tORGAN
#900. Twextt styles at from #29
to $120 each; sixty styles at #120
to #100: roBTY styles at #160 to
•500 and up; cash prices. Sold also
for easy payments, from 86.83 per
quarter up. The BABY ORGAN
iis especiallyadapted to children, but
____ will be found equally useful for
PRICEp $ 2 2 .
adults, having fine quality o f tone
and power, and sufficient compass (three and a quarter
octaves) for the full parts of liymn-tunes, anthems, songs
and popular sacred and secular music generally.
_ MASON & HAMLIN ORGANS are certainly tho
BEST IN TIIE WORLD, having won HIGHEST
AWARDS for demonstrated superiority at EVERY
ONE of the GREAT WORLD’S EXHIBITIONS roa
thirteen years : being the only American organs which
' worthy of such at any.
DUOiUil ; 40

14,u Ol. lUUlOUi:

Y O R K ; 119 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

STEAMER

KATAHDIN,

Capt. O tis In g rah am .
Capt. W. It. Roix.
Commencing M onday, .Jan. 10, 1881, the steam
" ‘" ’s line will make two trips per week until
furtliei
tice, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast,
Searsji _ Bm-kspnrt
^
_
_ ____
nnd
Winterport.
Leaving Lincoln’s Wharf, Boj
. .. very MONDAY and THURS
DAY, at 12.30 P. M.
Leaving Rockland every* MONDAY and THURS
DAY, for Boston, about 5 P. 31. Leaving Rockland
for Bangor and intermediate landings, every WEDNES
DAY nnd SATL RDA Y, about 5 A. M. *
No other line offers cheaper rates, or better passen
ger accommodations; staunch, comfortable ami reliable
.steamers. Passengers for Boston bate a full night’s
rest, arriving early in the morning, thus avoiding mid
'fight changes, and the long railroad ride incidcut to
other routes.
Tickets sold on each steamer for Portland, Lowell,
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and
all Western anti Southwestern points, and baggage
checked through.
- norse Cars run directly to Lincoln’s Wharf,
leaving there every seven minutes for all parts of Bos
ton, including East Boston.
All freight must he accompanied by Bill of Lading
in duplicate.
O. A. KALLOCII, Agent.
4®" Agent’s office at the Depot on Tillson’s Wharf.
Rockland, Jan. 1881.
i

R O C K L A N D , M E.

j All work will be faithfully and promptly attended
1to.
j
Orders may be lett or bundles sent to the
Eastern Express Office.
31
The best boards in the city.

BRISTOL BOARD
8

8

k

8

8

8 8 8

Sold by a ll Medicine Dealers
and Country Stores.

CARD BOARD
A .T

R E T A IL ,

q ro sctilx -il by

P h y s ic ia n s

an ti

D r u g g is ts

fo r n e a rly
F ifty Y ears.

100 Old Papers. lQfl

A Buckfield farmer has arrangements
on his farm for preparing evaporated ap
ples for market, and has prepared flOOhushels, the product of his own orchard, in
this way, this winter.
He markets
them in l^wiston. Good evaporated ap
ples are worth 11 cents a pound, at whole
sale, while the fruit dried in junks on a
string, in the old fashioned wav, brings
three or four cents less.
Xot long since, a young lady of Mid
dleton. X. \ tmked a cake, and after icing
it set it in the i ellarway to cool. A few
minutes afterward she went to get it. when
lo! it had caujght a mouse by the bail’. The
mouse had evidentlv been enjoying a hit of
breakfast, and while ho nibbled 7116 cake
the icing had hardened over liisjtail. and he
was a prisoner of war. This story is vouch
ed for by the members of the family, who
are among the mest respected residents of
the village.
“ What a tiresome thing that Mrs. Smith
is!” exclaimed Mrs. Brown. “ I called
there to-day, and she ran on so, tellin"’
about her new carpet, and her new housed
girl, and her baby’s two teeth, and her new
bonnet, that I didn't get a chance to say a
word about mv new sacque, or our parlor
furniture, or Freddy’s being down with
the measles, or Sarah Jane’s dyspepsia, or
LTncle Charles’s rheumatism, or iiow Brid
get burnt that batch of biscuit. Oh. she’B
such a tiresome thing!”
D a n g e r o f B e n z i n e . —A very small
quantity of benzine is capable of doing ir
reparable mischief. The contents of a four
ounce vial, if overturned and vaporized,
would render the air of a moderate-sized
room explosive; or, if ignited, a whole fara
ily might be seriously burned, or lose their
lives from it. It should never be used in
the vicinity of a flame; and it is important
to rememlier that, through the medium of
the escaping vapor, when the vial is un
corked, flame will leap to it through a
space of several feet. Benzine is often sold
under various fanciful names; and there
fore, any article procured from druggists
for removing oil or grease from fabrics,
should be handled with the utmost care.

STEAMER LEWISTON,

Ma l t
UNFERMENTED

Rockland and Vinalhaven.

S T M ’R P IO N E E R

s a il k ;

P SW O m gT IN E Z X W M

NO PATENT NOPAY

mm

ROGKALND GAZETTE
P U B L IS H IN G H O U S E ,

V 0SE & PO RTER,
p r o p r ie t o r s .

W a d s w o r th , M a rtin e z A L o n g m a n .

Fo r s a le by

J . P . W I S E & St)]NT,
ROCKLAND, ME.

B e T e m p e ra te .
When sickness or depression comes, do not 1obt
“ tonic bitters.” It is better to die of disease
drunkenness. Buy a bottle of “ Favorite Reme
dy ” and cleanse the system. The great multi
tude of human ills have their foundation in im
pure blood. l)r. Kennedy’s “ Favorite Remedy ”
attacks these at the fountain’s head and makes the
stream of life pure. Only one dollar per bottle.
All druggists sell it. Dr. David Kennedy, Pro
prietor, Roundout, N. Y.
3\vl6
New York city has 6,000 miles of telegraph ausf
telephone wires.
A G o o d H o u se w ife.
The good housewife, when she is giving her
house its spring renovating, should bear in mind
the dear inmates of her house are more precious
then many houses, and that their system needs
cleansing by purifying the blood, regulating the
stomach and bowels to prevent and cure the dis
ease arising from spring malaria aud miasma, and
she must know that there is nothing that will do
it so perfectly and surely as Hop Bitters, the purest
and best of medicines.—Concord, X . II., Patriot.
3wl6
Utah has a population of 144,000, of which 122,000, are Mormons.

. the heat and moisture of the body.
It gives Health and Strength
r to the waning, and new life to those
suffering from I’remmtari} Decay.
It will recuperate the system when in
jured by imprudence, excesses, sickness,
or old age. For Circulars, address

ffT
C ir c u la r s m a y be h a d o f W . H . K IT
T R E D C E , D r u g g is t, R o c k la n d .
l>-23

N O T IC E .

H E N R Y ’S C A R B O L IC S A L V E
Is the BEST SALVE for Cuts, Bruises, Ulcer?,
Salt Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns and all kinds of Skin Eruptions, Freckles
and Pimples. Get H EN RY’S CARBOLIC SALVE
as all others arc counterfeits. Price 25 cents.
D r. G r e e n ’s O x y g e n a te d B it t e r s
is the best remedy for Dyspepsia, Biiliousness,
Malaria, indigestion and diseases of the Blood,
Kidneys, Liver, Skin, cte.
DURNO’S CATARRH SNUFF cures all af
fections of the|mueous membranes,of the head and
throat.

Joint Standing Committee on Accounts and
D . MOTT’S LIV ER PILLS are the best Ca
Claims of the City Council of the City of Rock thartic Regulators.
TIIE
y
land, will be in session at the City Treasurer’s Office,
r

45 - Our facilities for the execution of

40:

40

• a a u jo

s ih i

xv

N ew S ty le s!
P ast P r e s s e s !
S p len d id W o r k !

different styles of
B R IS T O L

CANTERBURY SHAKERS’
BLOOD-PURIFYING
SARSAPARILLA.

Two little Galveston boys met and began
to talk over matters and things. “ Where
is Billey Jones? ” asked one. “ He is at
home.” “ If he was out, he would go with
us nnd find a dog to tie a tin kettle to.”
His pa won’t let him come out.” “ What
did he do?” “ He put a wet cartridge on
the stove to dry.” “ Did it go off?” “Yes,
it got warm before it went off, and Billey
got warm after it went off. five or six times,
witii a boot-jack.”

npriK Shaker
jarilla is just what it purports
A S in g u l a r A s s e t .— “ I am a p ea ce ab le
>y..)[. I k I have longprescribetl
it, anil think it a most valuable medicine.—Jeremiah m a n ,” s a id th e in tru d e r, g ra s p in g his clu b
Blake, M. D., Gilmanton, X. If. Have known it for w ilh both hands, “ b u t if yon d o n ’t come
nearly half a century. Our confidence in it is in no dow n w ith $17.50 d a m a g e s for m y la c e r
way impaired.—Carlton «f- Iforey, Druggists, f.oicell. ate d feelings, th e b o m b ard m e n t w ill begin
I speak witii confidence of it, having prescribed it for a t o n c e /’
The owner of the dog paid down the
eighteen years.—S. If. Dinxmore, .If. D. Francestoum,
X. II. Give me the Shakers’ Sarsaparilla in preference money, as he was afraid the other fellow
to all others.—C. A G'tilmette, Jf. D., Boston. I have might exasperate him if he hit him with a
the most unbounded confidence in its healing and reno club of that size. The owner of the dog
vating properties.—JF»i. B. Preston, Druggist, Pot ts- also said that he was sorry the dog had bit
mouth, X. II. I consider it the best preparation made. ted the intruder’s son.
— G. Wifbor, Druggist, Boston.
“ Why, he ain’t my son,” said the intrud
Do not fail to make a trial of this great Blood Puri er.
‘ Whose son is he then ? ” asked the asfier, Appetizer, and Touie, the first and best of nil
medicines called Sarsaparilla, which Is prepared from touished o w n e r o f th e dog.
He is t he son of a friend of mine who
selected Shaker Roots, H erbs, and Berries by
the Canterbury Society of Shakers,. and
____ bo owes me $17.50, but he is poor, and the
W in t e r A r r a n g e m e n t .
il all comparison the purest, safeHt, and moat effect only available assets he has are these dogT H E FAVOR ITE
tive family medicine in the world. Ask for Corbett ’s
S haker ' s Sarsaparilla . The genuine is signed by bite? on his boy. which he turned over to
T homas Corbett , its inventor, and sold by drug me for collection.’’
gists generally.
‘*Well, I ’ll be blowed !’’
CAPT. CHAS. DEERING,
S haker Village , N. It., Jan. 1, iSSO.
| “ Oh, you ueedn’t complain; you are
IT’ILL leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland, every FRIDAY
! getting oft’ dog cheap. I ought to make
ITS*
Enclose
stamp
fjr
Shaker
Manual.
ling at 11.15 o’clock, or on ar
you pay in advance for the next time that
eal of Pullman Express trains
1boy is going to be bit. Good-day.”
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedg
wick, Mt. Desert, (So. West Harbor, Bar Harbor,)
Millhridge, Jonesport and Macliiasport.
Returning, Leave Macliiasport every MONDAY
Friday, the brick yard boarding bouse
morning at 4.30, touching at intermediate landings,
and barn attached, situated about one mile
arriving at Rockland about 5 o’clock, and Portland
same evening, connecting with Pullman night train for
out on the river road in Brewer, were de
Boston.
stroyed by fire. The property was owned
Passengers will not he disturbed until morning,
by Mrs. L. Sabine, of Brewer.
unless wishing to take Pullman Train. Trams leave
next day for Boston at 8.45 a. m., and 1 p. m.
Steamers leave for Boston at 7 p. m. daily.
E is no greater Blood
. -P urifying ami LlF
R e s c u e d fr o m D e a th .
The LEWISTON connects at Rockland with SAN
FORD S. S. CO. STEAMERS for Bangor and River .j* maY t *n ittl -i n I K ,n 1 "i h °ti \r T-r dt't ' William J. Coughlin, of Somerville, Mass, sajs*
landings, every SATURDAY morning. Going Went Ylm, w
, x
’ ,,r,■p^ir‘',l y thC MALT BIT: In the fall of 1876 I was taken with bleeding of
connects MONDAYS for Boston.
1EKS COMPANY from l njrrmented Mutt and Hops j the LUNGS followed by a severe cough. I lost
For further particulars inquire of J. I‘. WISE, Ag’t It is a Perfect Renovator of feeble and exhausted con. inv appetite and flesh, and was confined to mv
Rockland, Jan. 5,1881.
31
stitutions. It enriches the blood, solidifies the hones, j bed. In 1877 I was admitted to the Hospital.
iiH the muscles, quiets the nervs, perfects diges- 1The doctors said I had a hole in my lung as big as
rheers the mind, and vitalizes with new life every i a half dollar. At one time a report went around
, x-,, K ,
T. .
.
. i,
, | that I was dead. I gave up hope, but a friend told
ltmil of till! body. It ta so, because It strikes at the mc ol- DR. W ILLIAM HALL’S BALSAM FOR
root of all debility—ENFEEBLED DIGESTION and j TH E LUNGS. I got a liottle, when to my
FALL A R R A N C E M E N T!
IMPOVERISHED BLOOD. Sold everywb.
prise, I commenced to feel 1tetter, and to-day I
On and after M onday, Nov. 13th,
feel better than for three years past.
“ I write this hoping every one afflicted with
Diseased Lungs will take DR. WILLIAM HALL'S
BALSAM, and lie convinced that CONSUMP
TION CAN BE CURED. I can positively say
it lias done more [good than all the other'm ed
icines I have taken since my sickness.
y
on Wharf,) at 2 o’clock, P. M.
Marcus Richardson recently died in Bangor at
Fare each way, 75 c e n ts; com m utation ticket:
(SO fares,) S1S.OO.
the age of 100 years, 2 months and 14 days.
G. A. SAFFORD, Agent, Rockland.
AXiWAYS SSZ<SCT TH B B EST.
Nothing in the science of medicine equals the
BENJ. LANE, Agent, Vinalhaven.
5
relief obtained by the use of Dr. Graves’ Balsam
November, 1880.
of Wild Cherry and Tar for coughs, colds, sore
throat, whooping cough, bronchitis, consumption,
etc. It gives immediate relief, is pleasant to take,
and occasions no unpleasant nauseating feelings.
Sample bottles, 10 cents; large size, ">0 cents.
Dr. Graves’ Blood Purifier eradicates all impuri
ties from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid
and inert, by its use become unusnally stimulated,
and gives a healthy tone to the entire system.
Prico #1.
Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best
h e a d y f o r im m e d ia t e u se .
pill ever given a patient by a physician, and are
Is endorsed by every PRACTICAL PAINTER.
frequently prescribed by them. They give prompt
COHERING- CAPACITY U DURABILITY
action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and are
EXCEED ANY KNOWN PAINT. Building,
entirely vegetable. When you desire *a (prompt
Painted with our Prepared Painu, if not satiVaiaction of the bowels, give the Improved Family
obtainedfor Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
tory, will be Repainted a t our Exponso.
Cathartic Pills a trial. Price 2f> cents per box.
and Europe, at reduced rates. IVith our principal
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the
Dr. Graves’ remedies are for sale by Wm. H.
United States Patent Oficc, ice arc ableto attend to all
* 4wlG
I« it not (o your interest to buy our P ure Prepared Kittredge, Rockland.
Pair nt Business with greater promptness and despatch
and less cost, than other patent attorneys, who arc at a
, which, when mixed with equal parts of oil will
Ex-Gov. Davis has resumed the practice of law\ bidistance from Washington, and who have. therefore,
(1prove more durable than any
other mixed Paint in Ilie market The comparison is in Bangor.
to employ **associate a tt o r n e y s ." m a k e prdimas follows:
. Offlc Superintendent General of the Grarnl Xa1 G a l l, o f o t h e r M i x e d P a i n t ,
81.75 tional Exhibition o f the American Institute o f
____ inventions and Patents are invited to sendfor
li G a l l . W . M . & L. P a i n t {> 9 2 .0 0 ,
I.OO.
Science. A rt and Industry, o f the city o f X
a copy of our “ Guido for obtaining Patents,” which
} . G u ll. L i n s e e d O il,
.5 0 .-1 .5 0 York. ( Finding o f the Committee o f Experts and
' i sent free to any address, and contains complete inJudges.)
Difference in favor of our Paint,
.25
“ We recommend the Medals of Excellence for
Ban/:, Washington, D. C.; the Royal Swedish, Nor
We guarantee this fact. The te s t is simple the Witch Hazel Preparations of the Liebig Com
wegian, and Danish Legations, at Washington: Hon.
Our P ure Prepared Paints have been sold during pany as being of great value and purity.”
Joseph Casey, late Chief Justice U. S. Courtof Claims;
In accordance with the finding the ‘Medals o f
the past Eight years. Our price has always been and
to the Officials of the U. S. Patent Office, and to Sena
will continue to be in exact accord with the price of Excellence were awarded.”
tors anil Members of Congressfrom every Stale, q
Strictly Pure White Lead and Pure Linseed Oil, and it
CHARLES WAGNER HULL.
• Iddress: 1 .0 ITIN U AGG E It * t ’o .. Solicitors
is impossible for us to compete in price witii inferior
Superintendent Generalof Patents and Attorneys at Law, Le Droit Buildingt
Paints any more than Pure White Lead can be sold in
Cures Piles, Salt Rheum, Rheumatism, Neural
competition with adulterated brands of so-called White gia, Catarrh, Painful Monthlies, Skin Diseases.
W a s h in g to n . 1>. 1 ’.
Lead which are plentifully oflered 2c. per lb. less than
Sold in fifty cents anil dollar sizes.
the cost of the pure article.

C . L. B LA C K ,

S A U C E ! CITY BILLPOSTER.

------> CATALOGUES i

STEAMER

CAMBRIDGE,

Health is W e a lth !

Thorndike Hotel,

Manufacturing; Cliemieta, New York.

BOSTON & BANGOR.
TW O T R IP S A W E E K .

Dr . E. C. W est’s N erve and Brain T reatment
specific for Hysteria,Dizziness,Convulsions, Nervous
ieadache,Mental Depression, Loss of Memory, Spermatorrhtva, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions, Prema
ture Old Age, caused by over-exertion, self-abuse, or
Dver-indulgence, which leads to misery, decay and
ileath. One box will cure recent cases. Each box eonlains oue mouth’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six
boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt
of price. We guarantee six boxes to cure any case.
With each order received by us for six boxes, accom
panied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser
our written guarantee to return the money If the treat
ment does not effect a cure. Guarantees issued by
WM. II. KITTREDGE, sole authorized agent for
Rockland, Me. J. W. PERKINS, wholesale agent,
Portland, Maine.
Iy47

M A IN E .

Benson’s Capcine Porons Plaster!

ALBERT BERRY S

TEACHERS

R O C K L A N D ,

SANFORD STEAMSHIP CO.

ELEC TRIC ITY

Office in New Court House,

Because the manufacturers have received the
only medals ever given for porons plasters.

P

We will pay the above reward for any case of Li
Complaint,Dyspepsia,Sick Headache, Indigestion,Con-tipation or costiveness we cannot cure with West’s
Vegetable Liver Pills, when the directions are strictly
plied with. They are purely Vegetable, and never
to give satisfaction. Sugar Coated. Large boxes,
containing 30 Pills,25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.
Ueware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine
lnnufactured only by JOHN C. WEST & CO.. “ The

NINETY MILLION DOLLARS.

An In te restin g Story—an Hopeless Case
Cured—a Good Reason for Happiness.

tatement of Mr. Wu.himgtou Monroe, of Cat.kill,
T3ASSENGER Trains leave Rockland at 8.15 A. M.,
Green County, New York.
JL and 1.20 1’. M. Mixed train leaves at 6 A.M.
Passenger trains arrive at Rockland at 11.20 A.M.
“ fo r many years I had suffered from a comnd
P. M. Mixed train is due at 4.45 P. M.
The 8.15 A. M. train makes close connection for all plaint which physicians called Gravel. I had
points on the Maine Central, Eastern, and Boston &
Maine Railroads.
employed some of the most noted doctors with
The 1.20 I’. M. train makes connection for Lewiston,
out obtaining any permanent relief, and for a
Augusta and Portland, and Boston by night train.
Hong time my case was regarded as hopeless.
FARE.—For Limited Tickets between
All who knew the circumstances said I must die.
Rockland and Boston, $3.50The freight trains between Boston and Rockland are Finally my wife induced tne to try a bottle of Dr.
run vrith regularity. Freight leaving Boston in the Kenne l} ',t ‘ Favorite Remedy ’ which she had
evening i« due in Rockland next P. M. Send your
freight by Ruilroad, and secure low katfs, prompt somewhere either heard of or seen advertised.
ad security.
Without the slightest faith in it, but solely to
er. A. COOMBS, Supt.
gratify her, l bought a bottle of a druggist in
village. I used that and two or three bottles,
M aine C e n tra l R a ilro a d . more, and— to make a long story short— I am
now as healthy a man as there is in the country.
Commencing Dec. 20,1880.
Since then I have recommended * Favorite
ASSENGER trains leave Bath at 11.05 a. m., after Remedy * toothers whom 1 knew to have suffered
arrival of train leaving Rockland at 8.15 a. m., con
from Kidney and Liver complaints; and, I as
necting at Brunswick for Lewiston, Farmington, Au
gusta,
Skowlieganand
Bangor;
at Yarmouth with G.T. sure the public th at the * Favorite Remedy ’ has
Ci- • ..t
---- 1._
t. 1 P.
,» &
, R.,
R'y.;
Westbrook
witii
at B. & M. Junction
with train
Boston 8: Maine, and at Portland with done its work with a similar completeness in every
single instance, and I trust some othrr sick
trains on Fasti ~ Railroad, arriving in Boston 5.30 p
Afternoon train Ii..................
. p. in., (after arrivnl and discouraged mortal may hear of it an l try
s Bath 4.00
of train leaving Rockland
■Sji 1.20
^ j.
'
inecting
the ‘ Favorite Remedy * as f did.’*
Brunswick for Lewiston, Augusta,
Morning Train leaves Portland 7.00: arrives at Bat
8.3o a. m., connecting to Rockland.
Through Trains leave Portland, 12.40 p. m., after at
rival of trains from Boston; arrive at Bath, 2.25 p. n:
connecting to Rockland.
Freight Trains each way daily
^
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.

S 5 0 0 Rew ard!

Accident Insurance Agency.

Second.

Because they are the only plasters that relieve
pain at once.
F o u rth .

A. W. BEWALL

Cochran & S ew all’s

First.

Because they possess all the merit of the
strengthening porous plaster, aud contain in ad
dition thereto the newly discovered powerful and
active vegetable combination which acts with in
creased rubefacient, stimulating, sedative and
counter irritant effects.

TO GRATIFY HIS WIFE.

J ob

The valuation of the peanut crop of the United
States lor last year was §2,150,000.
T h e p a l a te is g r a tif ie d and the system for
tified by the tienign vitalizer and remedy for marasinuG, malaria, dyspepsia, liver complaint, ane
mia, hysteria, etc., the Liebig Co.’s Cocoa Beet
Tonic.

CARDS, B ill Heads, TAGS

P r in t in g

Prompt and tieat, At llis Offlce.

MASONIC BLOCK, on the first M onday E vening
of ea ch m o n th , from 7 1-2 till 9 o’clock, for the pur
pose of examining Claims against the City. All Dills
must be approved by the party contracting them.
G. M. BRAINEUD, ) Committee
A. I). BIRD,
}
on
II. T.BEVERAGE, ) Acct's & Claims.

LETTER HEADS) POSTERS,

Cannot be equaled in this section of the state.

Pure, wholesome, ^nutritious and stimulating
Promptly printed at this office, 210 Main Street,groan without intoxicating are Malt Bitters.
floor. Orders by Mail promtly
Berlin has a population of 1,118,930.
attended to.

